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Chartwells Caves
Zona Mexicana Scrapped Amid Student
Complaints
V

SARAH HARVEY

No Definitive Replacement;
Long Term Plans in Works

NEWS EDITOR

JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS EDITOR

:

he Tripod has run a story in each of
the past two issues about Chartwells
: Dining Service and student dissatisfaction with their options for eating. The
first article published results of a survey
conducted by the Student Government
Association, spearheaded by senator Bryce
Blum '10, a member of the Tripod staff.
The second article allowed Head
"I never ate at
of Dining Services at Trinity
Toby Chenette to respond to the
Zona Mexicana
survey. Chenette maintained
because it didn't that he works to please students
and to provide them with what
seem like real
they want to see. Changes have
Mexican food."
already been made.
In the past few days Trinity
Denisa Jashari
a. the....
Class of 2010 entrance to the Cave announcing
the end of Zona Mexicana, the
much-abhorred replacement of the Cave's
grill. Signs also announced new, earlier
hours for the Cave. Doors now open at
S-'OO a.m. for Continental Breakfast, two
and a half hours earlier than it did previously. Before this change in operation
hours, only Mather Dining Hall was open
in the morning.
see PLANS on page 7

Trinity Orders
Jarvis Locks After
Security Concerns

Jordyn Sims

A decision has been reached to install
Locknetics on all bedroom doors inside the
suites of the new Jarvis Dormitory. Through
actions taken by members of the Student
Government Association (SGA), Trinity
College's Planning and Budget Committee recommended the installation of the locks, and
President James F. Jones Jr. decided to follow
the recommendation and ordered the installation.
The possibility of no Locknetics on the
inner doors of the suites in the newly renovated Jarvis dormitory was brought to the attention of students after Verdell Walker '09, chair
of the SGA Housing Committee, was alerted of
the situation. The entire senate was then
briefed by the Office of Campus Life, The
plans for Jarvis included Locknetics on the
main outside doors of the suites, but bedroom
doors would only be fitted with push-locks.
SGA members saw this as a reason to be concerned.
According to SGA President Andrew Pedro
'08, "The SGA supported a resolution indicating that the body was upset with the lack of
student input in planning for Jarvis and especially with the initial decision to forgo these
locks." To alert the student body, the SGA held
a student forum about the issue on
Wednesday, Feb. 14. Many students seemed to
share the anxieties of the SGA.
On Monday, Feb. 25 Jordyn Sims 10, a
member of the Tripod staff, and Andrea Wise

Students stand in line at the former "Zona Mexicana" in the Cave.

see JONES on page 8

Ambassador Orates on Middle East
from 1997 to 2001 and the
U.S. Ambassador to Israel
from 2001 to 2005, among
On Wednesday, Feb. 27, S. other esteemed senior policy
Daniel Abraham Chair in and diplomatic positions. He
Middle East Policy Studies at has also authored various
Princeton
University's articles on United States forWoodrow Wilson School of eign policy, especially as exerPublic and International cised in the Middle East, and
the
book
Affairs Daniel Kurtzer deliv- co-authored
Arab-Israeli
ered a lecture entitled, "The Negotiating
United States and the Arab- Peace: American Leadership
Israeli Conflict-' Toward Peace in the Middle East.
or Renewed Conflict." Kurtzer
Following an introduction
discussed, as
by
Associate
"Peace in the Middle
stated on the
Professor
of
Trinity College
History
Dr.
East is not only possiWeb site, "the
Jonathan
ble and desirable, but
current condiElukin, Kurtzer
necessary."
tions
[sic]
commenced,
affecting the
"Peace in the
Arab-Israeli
Middle East is
Daniel Kurtzer not only possiconflict including the implicaFormer Ambassador ble and desirtions of nuclear
able, but necescapability in Iran and the role sary." for a variety of individof the United States in the ual interests, including those
conflict."
of the U.S.
Kurtzer has served as both
Kurtzer proceeded to comthe U.S. Ambassador to Egypt bat a common argument supLIZZIE BROWN

MANAGING EDITOR

=
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ported by many, both domestically and internationally, that
states, "[The Arab-Israeli conflict] might be one of those
conflicts that has no resolution at all, and definitely not
an
easy
resolution." He
addressed this argument,
responding, "[I want to]
explore why I think that this
is not only a wrong approach
to this particular conflict,
[but] I think it's the wrong
approach to conflicts, generally"
Kurtzer reiterated that the
U.S.'s pursuit of a resolution
to the Arab-Israeli conflict as
it currently exists in the
Middle East is necessary. He
stated that it is in the U.S.'s
interest to reach out, not only
to Israel, with whom the U.S.
is friendly, but to as many
Middle Eastern nations as
possible.
Kurtzer then addressed
the criticism concerning a lack
see KURTZER on page 16
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Small Liberal Arts College A Thing Of The Past!
Trinity College prides itself
on being a small liberal arts
college - classes are small and
intimate, everyone knows each
other, and our funding is private. We are as close as a col'
lege can get to a self-sufficient,
autonomous
community.
Contrary to most institutions
of higher education across the
country, we pride ourselves on
being slow to expand and
change — this is, however, not
due to stagnation, but rather
to our desire to remain a
small, autonomous community. When one looks past this
Utopian ideal, we need to ask
ourselves how long we can
actually afford to remain a
small liberal arts college.
Small colleges are quickly
becoming dinosaurs in our
world of massive college
enrollment and large public
and private schools. Read The
Chronicle of Higher Education
and you will find that small,
lesser-known liberal arts colleges, like
Southampton
College, have been failing in
recent years. While Trinity
and the other NESCAC
schools are not likely to succumb to the fate of the now

defunct Southampton due to
their relative wealth, they will
have to change to survive.
With more American students choosing to pursue higher education, and most of those
students going to large public
schools, one would think that a
Trinity degree, as it gets rarer
in the workforce, might
become
more
valuable.
However, the opposite might
be true. With only about 2,000
students, will Trinity graduates be forgotten in the workforce among a large number of
equally qualified graduates of
big schools like Boston College
or Binghamton University?
You might argue that the only
advantage a Trinity diploma
has over one from Quinnipiac
is the name on the top - as
that name shows up less and
less, will it be able to maintain
its worth?
The reason schools like
Quinnipiac are growing while
Trinity is financially stagnant
is simple economics. With
more students, the University
has a higher income and when
those students become alumni
the income increases even further. The question Trinity

needs to ask is, "Can a base of
2,000 students, and the alumni that small student body creates, maintain our institution?"
One thing that is clear is
that we cannot survive on our
own,
no
matter
how
autonomous we may choose to
believe we are. This college
was founded in Hartford due
to the simple fact that
Hartford offered more money
than New Haven. Public subsidies of Trinity exist even
today - our new hockey rink
was built, in no small part,
with the aid of public subsidies.
Do our ongoing budgetary
problems demonstrate that
Trinity College can no longer
function adequately at our current size without outside aid?
Trinity has, over the course of
its history, expanded several
times, often rapidly - is it time
for us to consider adding hundreds, rather than dozens of
students per year? Frankly,
we don't know, but as Trinity's
financial burdens increase and
we require more and more aid,
we can only be sure that something has to change.
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Letters to the Editor
Trinity Library Thanks
Heroic Students

responses and selfless efforts.
I would like to take this
moment to thank those students
On Tuesday, Feb. 19, one of for coming to the rescue and
the fire system sprinklers on helping the Library staff
Level One of the Library and through this crisis — one that
Information Technology Center would have been much worse if
spontaneously erupted, result- not for these students' fast
ing in a strong and widespread action. I would also like to offer
shower of water that quickly that, if these students incurred
drenched the books in the imme- any damage to their clothing or
diate stacks and threatened other personal property as a
hundreds of books in close prox- result of their involvement,
please notify Donna Small in the
imity.
A number of students in the Librarian's Office at (860) 297vicinity ran to the aid of the 2255 or via e-mail at
Library staff and jumped into donna.small@trincoll.edu.
the spray to help save these
books from irreparable damage. Dr. Richard S. Ross
These students helped us avert College Librarian
widespread disaster but, in the
midst of the chaos of this emerMisunderstanding in
gency, left the scene before memTripod Lecture Coverage
bers of the Library staff could
get their names and adequately
I appreciate very much the
thank them for their swift Tripod's coverage of our

brownbag discussion of the
presidential candidates and
U.S.-Middle East policy, but
the reporter must have misunderstood me on a few key
points.
In my remarks, I noted
that the leading Democratic
and Republican candidates
actually hold similar views
regarding access to oil, Israeli
security, and the need to prevent other countries from controlling the Middle East.
I did not, however, suggest
that the U.S. should focus on
maintaining American dominance in the region. I look forward to continued discussion
of U.S. policy, both on campus
and nationally throughout the
presidential campaign.
Andrew Flibbert
Assistant Professor of Political
Science

Send a Letter to the Editor: e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.

Visit the Tripod table every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
rear of Mathor Dining I [all (.near the stage").
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SGA Should Not Approve Cable TV Campus Safety Officer
Abuses Power to Ticket
ED WALTERS

SENIOR EDITOR

Imagine
the
Student
Government
Association
(SGA)
hap, pened upon an
, extra $180,000.
i :•_.' . . . .1
W h a t
would you want them to do with
that money? Pay for a kick-ass
Commencement speaker? Fund
a sophomore class trip before the
majority of students go abroad in
their junior year? Organize 60
$3,000 grants for students doing
summer internships? Pay for
basic cable in every single dorm
room on campus?
If your beady little eyes lit up
at that last option, you're in luck,
because this Sunday, March 9,
the SGA will vote on whether or
not to renew a $180,000-peryear cable contract with
Comcast that promises precisely
that. Basic cable in every single
dorm room on campus. All year
round. And the crazy thing? It's
likely to pass.
This makes absolutely no
sense. Not only are we currently in a budget crisis, with many
worthwhile causes currently
receiving very little or no funding, but, even more importantly,
we're in the midst of an identity
crisis so dire that the administration formed a Campus
Climate Committee last semester to explore the ways in which
we could reclaim a sense of community and intellectualism here
at Trinity College. In light of
these issues, spending $180,000
to provide free-of-charge basic
cable — a move that will only
decrease the incentive for students to leave their rooms and
join the greater community —
seems more than counterintuitive. It seems delusional.
The Student Activities Fee
(SAF), out of which this money
will come, is intended to fund, as
the name suggests, student

organizations and activities that
will benefit the larger community. Among other things, the SAF
subsidizes performances at the
Austin Arts Center, funds the
Trinity
College
Activities
Council (TCAC), and The Trinity
Tripod, and spends $120,000 on
Spring Weekend. Since when is
watching cable television, alone,
in your dorm room, considered
an activity that will benefit or
bring together the larger community? Since when is watching
cable television, alone, in your
dorm room, considered a basic
right?
A recent student survey
showed that only half of the student body watches cable television daily. A full quarter —
around 550 students — watch it
"seldom or never." As every student pays the SAF equally, is it
fair for students that don't want
basic cable to subsidize the cost
for others? Why can't those students who want to watch "The
Wire" or "Lost" pay Comcast
individually, or watch in the
common rooms that, according
to Associate Director for
Operations and Judicial Affairs
Trent Barber, will continue to
have basic cable regardless of a
campus-wide contract renewal?
In other words, why is the
SGA paying for students to sit
around in their rooms and watch
television?
I'll assume that the majority of the proponents for renewing, the cable contract are too
busy currently watching television to read this Opinions
piece, but for the few that are,
by fortuitous happenstance, sitting on the toilet with this publication during a commercial
break, I'll address the main
arguments in favor of renewing
the contract:
"The SGA has always paid
for cable." This is a silly argument. Just because we've misallocated a grotesque amount
of money in the past doesn't
mean we need to keep doing it in

the future.
"Other colleges pay for basic
cable. Trinity should, too."
Often, we here at Trinity think
comparatively. If students at
another school have free cable,
why can't we? The truth of the
matter, however, is that very few
schools pay for cable in individual student rooms.
Bates
College provides students with
basic cable in common rooms, as
does Trinity, but unlike Trinity,
doesn't even equip the dorm
rooms with cable jacks. Most colleges don't pay for cable for the
same reason that Trinity shouldn't. Television does absolutely
nothing to enhance the intellectual or social atmosphere of a
campus. Oftentimes, it has the
opposite effect.
Don't get me wrong. I love
television. It's bright, colorful,
and entertaining. But I do think
that there exist better uses for
$180,000 than to allow students
to avoid paying the requisite $40
for basic cable themselves. We
could give out a full scholarship
for college or graduate school
every year. Hire two tenuretrack professors. Provide free
beer — good beer — at all school
functions. Pay for a sophomore
class trip. Make Spring
Weekend twice as extravagant.
We could even reinstate
Tutorial College.
SGA Senator Andrea Wise
'11 probably said it best. The
issue is not whether the SGA
should or shouldn't pay for
cable. It's whether or not there
are more worthwhile causes to
which we should devote these
funds.
I think it's clear that there
are. If you agree, please write
to one of your respective class
senators, and ask them to vote
"no" when the Comcast cable
contract comes before them on
Sunday, March 9.

asked about living Downtown,
the first question I receive is,
"How is the commute?" "Fine,"
Parking at I reply, "a nice drive, about
eight minutes long. Then I get
T r i n i t y
College has onto campus." The fact is, my
drive is stress-free until I get
b e c o m e
to school and realize that
a b s u r d .
Parking tick- there is absolutely no place to
ets have been park. Not in Ferris, not in any
s h o w e r i n g lot, not in any random space.
down on students every day.
The other day, one Campus
The amount of tickets is one Safety officer gave me two
thing, but the actual fines tickets in a 10-minute span.
(you can be
The first ticket
charged
for
cost $25 (for
The other day, one
multiple expen"blocking,"
Campus Safety officer
sive violations
which I wasin one ticket) is
gave me two tickets in
n't). For your
another.
information,
about 10 minutes. The
$25 is more
I would like
first ticket cost $25 (for than the City of
to begin by
"blocking," which I
Boston charges
sharing a story:
this year, I wasn't). For your infor- for a parking
ticket. I moved
moved off cammation, $25 is more
my car and
pus
because
than
the
City
of
parked
in a
Trinity had a
spot
I
believed
housing crisis.
Boston charges for a
to be legal, or
The
result?
parking ticket.
at least acceptEvery day, I
able, and upon
drive two miles
to school, a rare thing for a getting out of the car was
student here. "No problem," I threatened by the same offithought. "Commuting will be a cer, "I can tow your car right
piece of cake." But I was now!" After being threatened,
wrong. Many people inquire I moved my car again to
about my experience living
off-campus. In fact, when
see STUDENT on page 5
ANNE BENJAMIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Superdelegate System
Represents Dem* Party
NORA HARRINGTON
COPY CHIEF

and BETH FRAZIER
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

" T h e
Democrats
think
the
Editor's Note: Ed Walters '08
Republicans
currently serves as a senator for
are
stealing
the Class of 2008 for the SGA.
elections. The
Republicans
think
the
Democrats are stealing elections, but those of us independent of the two old parties know
they are both right."
This quote from American
activist Kevin Zeese says it all.
As a reaction to an article which
appeared in the Feb. 19
Opinions section of The Trinity
Tripod, we have decided to write
a response which addresses the
systematic flaws of the superdelegates system without using the
same inflammatory language
which was used in the Feb. 19
piece. Though there may be
problems with the superdelegate
system in modern American politics, it is important to keep in
mind the original intent of the
superdelegates and to consider
that while we may find them
inappropriate today, they are
part of a larger bipartisan problem with elections in this country. We believe that the best
Cartoon by Tripod Cartoonist Peter Kempson '10 response to this kind of arousing

rhetoric is the use of evidence to
support our claims. For this reason, we will base our article on
both the reahties of our modern
political system and on historical fact.
The Democratic Party is a
party which often suffers from
having multiple strong candidates who tend to split the vote
and separate the party during a
presidential primary. For this
reason the Democrats have chosen the superdelegate system
because it allows high-ranking
members to influence their
party's direction, which is traditional in party politics. In spite
of the fact that the Democrats
have elected to use superdelegates as a means of affecting the
direction of the party, the
superdelegate system is flawed
in a nation which has chosen to
put the emphasis on the popular
vote. In many ways, the
superdelegate system comes
from a traditional approach to
party politics. When a two-party
system developed in the early
19th century, the presidential
nominee was chosen by members of the party within
Congress! in other words, highranking members of the party. It
should also be pointed out that
the superdelegate system is in
keeping with the intent of the
see POPULAR on page 5
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JIMMY
CARV'D
Up
Tripod Staff Writer
Carver Diserens interviews
President Jones weekly.
[on fundraising] to find where it will come
from.
CD: If the money somehow doesn't show
up, what is the recourse? Will the project be
delayed?
JJ: The project is not going to be delayed. I
go through there unscheduled and every
time I see the construction manager, he says,
"I know, middle of August." They have to
come back online then - they can't be one
day late or two days late. We have cut this
Jimmy: Oh no, I'll tell you. The project is project so close to the "time bone" that we
about $33 million and we gave the advance- were literally working inside the building
ment staff a goal of $7.5 million to raise when Commencement of 2007 was being
[from parents, alumni, etc.]. The rest of it held on the Quadrangle. We weren't making
comes from bonds. But we will raise the $7 noise with sledgehammers, but we literally
million, no problem. In terms of the had crews in the building on that Sunday
Locknetics, about five minutes before you morning. We've taken our biggest residenwalked in the door, I hit send and copied tial building and a building that houses five
you on an e-mail that I sent out to Andrew departments offline. What we're doing is
[Pedro] and Verdell [Walker]. The request to audacious, but we had to do it. The roofs
put the Locknetics locks in Jarvis went to were bad, things were coming loose [...],
the Planning and Budget Council on someone could have been hurt. We willraise
Monday. They recommended to me that we the money needed, and it is going to be dazdo it. So, we already ordered the locks. For zling when it's finished. Alumni love those
me, it's hard to imagine that people have to buildings: they are icons of Trinity.
be worried about their roommates rifling CD: You told me earlier that next year you
think rising seniors should be allowed to
through their drawers while they're gone.
CD: Originally, when I saw the headline for live in Jarvis because of the housing crunch
the article, I thought it meant that there were they have faced. What is your ultimate
no locks going to be put on any of the doors. vision for the dorm?
The way it works now is for big rooms, the JJ: This is a personal dream of mine; it hasmain door is coded and then the individual n't been blessed by residential life or by
rooms have push locks from the inside. So, anyone. But, it seems to me that if a school
now it is my understanding that each indi- is blessed enough to have a space like
vidual bedroom will have its own coded [Jarvis], then we should be very careful
lock on it?
about how it's used. My dream would be for
JJ: Right. I constantly hope that, by trying Jarvis to be the equivalent of the Lawn at
to have been as transparent we've been the University of Virginia. I walked by it
about the finances of the school, that people everyday of my life when I was a student
don't have some idea that I'm sitting here there and each time I was swept away by the
on some sort of closet, locked up with aesthetic beauty of it. I have exactly the
money in it and I'm just not being a nice same sense in my head when I walk along
guy and don't want to spend it. We've the Long Walk. Somehow, in the 1870s, the
ordered the locks, whatever the cost is, the Board [of Trustees] at Trinity got William
money needs to come from some source. Burgess to design the plans for our
The finance people are not sitting down- Quadrangle. I would love to see the captains
stairs in the basement of Williams printing of athletic teams and presidents of various
off money. I hope the students understand societies, the head of the Chapel Singers
that if we put locks on the doors in Jarvis and juniors who get elected to Phi Beta
because students think it's important, then Kappa. I don't know who exactly, but I
we're going to do it and the money has to would love to see it be a true honor to live
come from somewhere. It will take us from in the building. Just wait until you see it —
now until June 30 when we close the book none of you are going to believe it.
Carver: With the article coming out last
week in the Tripod about the Locknetics situation in Jarvis next year, it's a topic of
great interest to the students. First of all, I
just looked on the Trinity Web site, [and] as
of 15 minutes ago we have raised four million of the $7.5 million needed to complete
the project. I'm not going to ask you where
that money is coming from, because I
assume, as of now, that you don't know, but

E-rnail questions for
President Jones to The Trinity Tripod
at tripod@trincoll.edu

Trinity Paints Unrealistic
Picture of Study Abroad
lifestyle and culture in
Barcelona. I'd like to think that
Trinity had something to do
Let's face it with this. After a long and
— all of us, at drawn-out application process
some point or that took place last spring, I
another, have was finally informed I had been
felt homesick. accepted to a Trinity study
I'm sure you abroad program in Barcelona.
know what I'm Naturally, I was more than
talking about. It's that awful thrilled. I was excited, but I
feeling that can strike without had no idea what to expect,
warning when you suddenly despite having spent a summer
miss your family or things from there three years before.
home like your mother's homeThe way that Trinity helps
made cookies, your dog eagerly students get ready to leave is
awaiting your homecoming at through a series of short meetthe front door, fighting with ings with professors, coordinayour siblings about whose turn tors, and students who had
it is to take out the garbage, or, already
returned
from
in my case, accusing my 18- Barcelona. Stories of advenyear-old sister of stealing my ture, partying, traveling, and
clothes.
enjoying siestas were all reiterHomesickness does not dis- ated hundreds of times. Trinity,
of course, mencriminate based
tioned that we'd
on age. Trust
Stories of adventure,
be homesick and
me, I know. I'm
partying,
traveling, and reassured us
21 years old, yet
the homesick- enjoying siestas were all that it would be
natural. Yet,
ness I felt in
reiterated
hundreds
of
this aspect of
Barcelona this
times. Trinity, of
our upcoming
past fall semesadventure was
ter was overcourse, mentioned
kept on the
whelming, and
that we'd be homesick
"down-low." I
almost unbearbrushed these
and reassured us that
able at times. I
advisories off.
guess I'm what
would be natural. Yet
Me? Homesick?
you might call
this aspect of our
No way! I was
"weird," but I
upcoming adventure
more than ready
•wouldn't change
to take on the
my study abroad
was kept on the
challenges of
experience for
"down-low."
Barcelona. After
anything. The
all, I had been
lessons
I
learned, the people I met, and on my own at Trinity for the
the things I experienced are past two years.
things I will never forget.
The day had come and I was
Studying abroad is a defin- finally on my way. After 11
ing time in a young adult's life hours of traveling, I was in
that all students, if given the Barcelona. Immediately, I felt
opportunity, should experience. overwhelmed. I had no cell
Broadening one's global per- phone and had no idea where
spective, exploring a new lan- the other Trinity students were.
guage and culture, and becom- Where was I supposed to go?
ing truly independent are just a Who was picking me up? I had
few of the advantages that no idea who to look for. Finally,
studying and living in a foreign I was united with the director of
country can provide to students. the Barcelona program. I was
Of course, this is what we're informed that I would be taken
told by both faculty and upper- to my homestay. "I'm not
classmen before we embark on ready," I thought. I had never
this life-altering adventure. even spoken with my family
Where is the rational side of our before!
brain when we need it most, the
Unfortunately, unlike most
part that has the ability to programs at Trinity, students in
think ahead and see future Barcelona are not given the
obstacles we are likely to option as to whether or not they
encounter? Oh, I remember! It's would like to stay in a homesalready a step ahead of us, tay, dorm, or apartment-style
shaking its rump on the dance housing. As if temporarily movfloor until 6 a.m. in the discote- ing to a new country wasn't
cas of the Port Olympic area in enough culture shock for us, we
Barcelona.
were to be thrown into a situaApproximately half of all tion where we were supposed to
Trinity students take advan- integrate ourselves into the
tage of studying abroad. For home and life of a family we
every student who thought have never spoken to before.
going abroad was as easy as Living in Barcelona, going to a
negotiating your way into the Spanish university, attending
weekly themed frat parties at classes taught in Spanish, and
Trinity, think again. Adequate doing everyday tasks like going
preparation on the part of both to the grocery store was what
Trinity, and the student, is cru- truly gave us a taste of what it
cial before one leaves. I truly is like to live in Barcelona - it
underestimated the difficulty of
adjusting to a whole new
see LIVING on page 5
AMANDA TRAMONT
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
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Popular Vote Mania Outdates System Student Commuters Lack
Trinity Parking Support

superdelegates
and
the
Electoral College precede our
Electoral College.
modern notion of popular vote.
What is flawed about the The 2000 election demonstrated
superdelegate system today is the failure of an outdated electhat it is outdated, just like the tions process in a modern popuElectoral College. With the move lar-vote scheme. Al Gore won
to direct election of Senators in the popular vote, yet was not
1910, Americans made clear elected because he won fewer
their desire for a system of pop- electoral votes than George W.
ular vote whereby each member Bush.
of the Party has the opportunity
American voters today
to cast a vote for their party's believe that the popular vote
presidential
nominee. should be the final say in the
Unfortunately,
both
the nominating
and
electing
continued from page 3

process. The current primary,
just like the 2000 election,
demonstrates the need for
American political parties to
reconsider the process by which
we nominate and elect our presidential candidates. The whole
Superdelegate/Electoral
College system should no longer
be a factor in the race for the
presidency, and it is necessary
for politicians on both sides of
the aisle to recognize that the
ultimate arbiter of the decision
is the people.

Living Abroad Teaches Independence
month. I was more homesick
than ever, and still feeling like
absolutely is not living with a an outsider. Not even speaking
family who may not have any the language would help me
interest themselves in making acclimate to such a different
culture. Once counting down
us part of their family.
"Well," I thought, "at least the days until I was leaving for
tomorrow is Monday and class- Barcelona, I now found myself
counting down
es will start up,
the days until I
and I'll have less
I was angry at Trinity
was
coming
free time to
for not better informhome.
I was
ruminate on my
ing me on the hardangry at Trinity
feelings of loneliships of being abroad.
for not better
ness." I've never
informing me of
been so eager to
I firmly believe that
the hardships of
go to class in my
Trinity needs to do a
being abroad. I
whole
life.
more thorough job of
firmly believe
Another shock —
preparing
students
that
Trinity
I was informed
needs to do a
going abroad by
we wouldn't start
classes for anoth- requiring them to take more thorough
job of preparing
er two weeks!
a course before they
students going
However,
we
leave
that
will
teach
abroad
by
would have an
them what to expect
orientation.
requiring them
Unfortunately, I
to take a course
from the culture, lanfound this orienbefore they leave
guage, and city.
tation to be
that will teach
unhelpful.
It
them what to
consisted of maybe a once-a- expect from the culture, lanweek outing with the rest of our guage, and city- Just like everygroup to an event in Barcelona. thing in life, every story has two
The two-hour conversation class sides. We are generally only
was not useful, especially since exposed to all the wonderful
I grew up speaking Spanish, aspects of studying abroad. No
and many of the other students one mentions the feelings of
knew Spanish as well. Instead loneliness, or the culture shock
of waiting two weeks to start that is likely to stick throughout
our core course on Barcelona, the whole experience. These are
we should have started and all stories and themes that stutaken, "Barcelona^ The Global dents need to know about before
and the Local," instead of the leaving. Students who have not
conversation class. I learned so had the most positive experimuch about the city through ence should be brought in to
watching documentaries, listen- speak just like the students who
ing in class, and taking excur- enjoyed all of their time in
sions outside the city and Barcelona. As cliche as it
around Catalunya. It would sounds, knowledge is power,
have been a wonderful introduc- and the less time we spend in a
tion to the city.
state of shock, the more time we
can
enjoy our precious experiTwo weeks passed. Then a
continued from page 4

ences abroad.
As negative as my experience sounds, what I learned
about myself, Barcelona, and
Europe as a whole was priceless. I've never been so uncomfortable for such a long period of
time in my life. However, it was
these moments in which I
learned the most. Taking the
metro everyday, navigating
around a foreign city, interacting with a new group of people,
expressing emotion — these are
all the positive aspects that
come with studying abroad.
The idea of independence at
Trinity is a fable, and like
everyone else, I thought I was
as self-sufficient as they come.
After all, I had come all the way
from Miami! The truth is that
everything at Trinity is right in
front of our eyes — our classrooms, dining halls, and social
life. It almost seems there's no
effort needed to get what we
want, except for our grades.
Going abroad is when you truly
become independent and grow
up. Getting lost, taking public
transportation, planning your
own trips and traveling around
Europe (I can now say I've been
to Paris, Seville, Valencia,
Morocco, Madrid, Monaco, and
Nice), finding your own source
of fun, not living with your
friends — that's growing up. It's
impossible to mature in an environment that is one-dimensional. It's the difficult times that
make you stronger and better
prepare you for the bumps in
the road that are unavoidable in
life. Without a doubt, Barcelona
was not one big "fiesta." But I
can now say I believe more than
ever in the saying, "What doesn't kill you only makes you
stronger."

Along the Long Walk
Who is your favorite professor at Trinity and why?

"Eric Gaim - He knows what he's
talking about."

Manek Mathur '10

"Greg Smith — He's a genius and commutes from Chicago which is balla."

Quentin Reynold '10

"Milla Riggio — She is so interesting
and well-informed."

Margot Gianis '10

that some people who lived in
CCI were issued a "do not tow"
another place that I believed pass, but still got ticketed.
to be legal. The Campus IDP students, I believe, are in
Safety officer watched me the same situation. But, for
move the car and walk pur- the few students that actually
posely away from it. Since, commute to school, nothing. I
after all, I was curious to see am truly taken aback by how
what he would do, I did a loop hard they are making it for a
around Mather and came out commuter - who is helping us
five minutes later, just as the out?
guard was walking with a
We notice that every day,
piece of paper towards the car. the campus is scattered with
"Excuse me! Please don't tick- more and more cars parked in
et me a second time, I'm right silly and sillier places. There
here — and there is no sign must be a reason for these
that says I cannot park here!" exorbitant fees, but I can't
"Too bad, this is your ticket, I seem to find a logical one. If
already wrote the ticket!" he there are spaces that really
retorted with a sneer. The shouldn't be used, the area
multiple-charges ticket was should be blocked off, like
for $120 - absurd. From a some areas have been recentgood vantage point, I watched ly. Maybe Trinity just wants to
this Campus Safety officer reach a little deeper into our
write tickets all morning. It pockets for some extra cash?
almost seemed like he enjoyed The other day, an officer temit.
porarily cleared a parking lot
Not only did he give me and pissed off a lot of people,
attitude, this officer watched but took in probably $600 in
me move into an "illegal" spot, parking fines.
did not alert me to move, and
Good work! This ridicuticketed me, following through lousness needs to stop. I prowith his ticket even though I pose a change in policy. In my
technically
opinion, Trinity
caught
him
College should
Every day the back of
before he placed
make at least
my head is filled with
the ticket on my
some effort to
anxiety about finding a
car. $175 dolhelp out those
lars in 10 minwho have been
space in the morning,
utes, for a car
nice enough to
about my car being
that was not
get out of its
towed and about havbothering anyhair for a year.
one or blocking
Perhaps they
ing to pay Trinity
anything. For
could give us a
another hundred dolyour informanew pass, or a
lars because they have
tion, these spots
faculty
pass.
have all been
Perhaps parkdone nothing to help
taken away by
ing tickets for
out students who actushiny new roadoff
campus
ally have to drive.
blocks. I was
commuters
informed that
should
be
these spaces were going to be rescinded.
permanently blocked because
Although I am clearly
of a fire hazard. People have angry at Trinity College for
been parking between Jones not providing enough parking
and Mather for years and or any way to alleviate the
years. The 10 to 15 spaces daily stress of commuting, and
that were lost need to be I am seriously annoyed with
replaced. On the upside, at the Campus Safety officers
least I don't have to damage (one ticket-happy officer in
my car anymore on those particular), I do not believe
damn potholes.
that Trinity College and its
Under no circumstances staff are the only issue.
should a Trinity student be
Every morning, herds of
under more stress from receiv- students drive across North
ing parking tickets than from Campus to their morning
academics. Every day the back classes. Can't you walk? First
of my head is filled with anxi- things first, if you are worried
ety about finding a space in about the environment, why
the morning, about my car use your car when you can
being towed, and about having walk — and it's a nice walk at
to pay Trinity another hun- that and you can appreciate
dred dollars because they the Gothic architecture while
have done nothing to help out waking up to a fresh morning
students who actually have to breeze. It's completely unfair
drive.
for the students on North
I did not relay this story Campus to take away the necbecause I want to complain essary spaces for commuters. I
about the parking, but would beg you to think about the
like to rally the student body unnecessary inconvenience
troops and do something about you are causing when you get
in your car to drive less than a
it.
My first stop was Campus half-mile. Although many stuSafety, to discuss getting a dents live off-campus, very
special pass for my commute few are actually "off-campus"
to school - no dice. From my and this distinction needs to
talk with them, I found out be addressed.
continued from page 3
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Off-Campus Options Satisfy Students Campus Climate Further
Addressed with Council
REBECCA BROWN
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

has been like.
According to the survey
results, juniors make up 60.5
percent of the students living
off-campus, followed by 26.7
percent of seniors, 11.6 percent
of sophomores, and 1.2 percent
of freshmen. These statistics
show that the housing shortage
was a big motivator for juniors,
with 50 percent of the respondents saying that their reason
for living off-campus is because
their housing lottery number

was below the cutoff.
The statistics show that
most students live on Crescent
Street, on Allen Place, or in a
fraternity or sorority house.
Students chose the positives of
off-campus living to be independence, amenities such as
laundry machines, kitchens,
and parking, and a larger
amount of space.
When asked to rank five

Residential Services sent out
a survey to the Trinity College
students living off-campus for
the 2007-2008 school year on
Friday, Feb. 15. Due to this
year's housing shortage, which
primarily affected juniors, an
above average amount of students have been living in offcampus housing.
see UNDEBGEADS on page 9
Amy DeBaun, Director of
Campus Life, said that she
"decided to write this survey
and send it to students to have a
better understanding of how the
students directly affected by the
housing shortage have felt
about their experience." She
continued, "Also, I wanted to
gauge how many students may
want to apply to live off campus
again next year." DeBaun went
on to say, "I was pleased to know
that when asked to rate from
[one] to [five] how students felt
about [living] off-campus, over
70 percent of the respondents
said they felt positive."
The survey was sent to
approximately 300 students,
and, as of Thursday, Feb. 21,
over 80 students had responded.
The survey itself was composed
of 18 questions, pertaining to
Tripod Archives
why students are living off-campus and what their experience Many students who were forced off-campus this year live on Crescent Street.

ANNEBOUTHILETTE
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

President James F. Jones
Jr. announced in early
February the creation and
membership of the President's
Advisory Council on Campus
Climate. The Council, formed
after a recommendation by the
Board of Trustees at their
December meeting, aims to
continue the work done by the
Charter
Committee
for
Campus Climate, in addition to
making sure the reforms recommended by the Committee
are met. Members of the
Council will report directly to
the President, and, as per his
request, will also "report periodically to the campus community and to the Trustees."
The Council will meet to
discuss and ensure that the
recommendations made by the
original original Committee
have been put into action. The
original Committee, created in
response to a number of racially charged events that took
place on campus last year, was
formed when the Trustees felt
it was important to have a committee to address the issues
Trinity was facing.

The students, faculty, and
staff that will serve on the
Council will work together to
help ensure that the climate at
Trinity continues to improve,
and will follow the guidelines
and recommendations put
forth in the report of Dec. 2007.
Serving on the council will
be the Chaplain Allison Read,
Charles A. Dana Research
Professor Gary Reger, Dean of
Students Frederick Alford,
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla
Spurlock-Evans,
Professor of Anthropology Jane
Nadel-Klein,
Associate
Professor of Mathematics Mary
Sandoval,
Professor
of
Philosophy Maurice Wade,
Student Accounts Assistant
Janine Kinel and students
Brooks Barhydt '08, Sarah
Khuwaja '10, Elysha Padilla
'10 and Michael Belkin '11.
Read and Reger will serve as
co-chairs.
Asked about the plans of
the Council and the goals it
hopes to accomplish, Wade said
that he has a "sense that there
is a level of commitment to
changing the campus climate
coming from the [Trustees]
see STUDENTS on page 9

SGA Encourages Recycling with New Task Force Campus Web
Slowed by P2P
File Sharing
KRISTINAPAPPAS

NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

Looking at the number of bottles
and cans mixed into any trash can on
campus makes evident the fact that
lack of recycling is an issue at Trinity.
The blame for this can be pointed to
the fact that there is no unified recycling system or plan on campus. In
order to fix this problem, Green
Campus has submitted a proposal to
the Student Government Association
(SGA) for the creation of a group of six
students coined the "Trinity College
Recycling Task Force." The proposal
was approved and the Task Force has
been created.
The plan is based on successful programs on other college campuses. The
Task Force would work to educate the
campus on what items are recyclable.
at Trinity and how they should be disposed of. This would be done by distributing educational materials and by
having members be available for questions. The members would also inspect
recycling and trash bins in dorms to
ensure that they are being used correctly on a regular basis. Each group
member would be paid a stipend funded by the president and by the SGA,
and would monitor bins at least two
days a week.
The Task Force would be a way of
making students more responsible for
their part in recycling. Joe Barber,
Director of Community Service and
Civic Engagement, said, "Students are
attempting to take ownership of recycling and have a bigger impact over
recycling on campus." David KimballStanley '09, member of the SGA's

Campus Infrastructure Committee,
echoed this by saying that part of the
power of this proposal is that it "puts a
student face behind recycling." He also
expressed that part of the problem
with recycling is that "students don't
know much about recycling and it
doesn't help that signage on campus
isn't great."
Student opinions back up the idea
that the problem with Trinity recycling lies more in a lack of knowledge
than in a lack of desire. Matt Phinney
'10 believes "sometimes students are
going to do what is easiest, but if you
give them the opportunities to recycle,
I think they will."
"It's an excellent idea and a step in
the right direction towards making
Trinity a greener campus," said Emily
Quinton '11. "There's no better way to
encourage students to be conscious of
their impact than to actually have
their peers promote recycling on campus."
It seems that students do want to
do their part, but that Trinity doesn't
have the necessary resources. Jillian
Steckloff '11 said, "A lot of the recycling bins on campus have just two
holes for bottle and can recycling but
there is much more that can be recycled." Brenna Driscoll '08 added,
"People know that they should recycle
but sometimes don't think of it.
Putting smaller recycling bins in individual rooms might be more effective."
One of the biggest issues with recycling is contamination, which is when
trash is mixed in with recyclables.
Students commonly leave the tops on
bottles or throw a pieces of trash into

the wrong container. Elisabeth
Cianciola '10, co-chair of Green
Campus, stressed this problem, saying
that "if contamination occurs, the college gets charged exorbitant fees."
Many people are unaware of the issues
with contamination and part of the
role of the student task force would be
to educate the Trinity community on
how to recycle properly.
Unidentified students have heard
rumors around campus about bags
from recycling containers getting
thrown away by janitors. If students
don't believe that recycling is actually
occurring, they will be less likely to
make the effort to recycle. Barber
believes that the recycling force will
"give people faith that items they want
recycled will actually be recycled." He
believes that having a human face
behind recycling may improve credibility.
Students, recognizing that they
have an obligation to be more responsible for their recycling behavior, seem
to be behind this proposal. "Looking at
what's happening with the environment, recycling is a really important
issue," said Driscoll.
The Task Force is still in its early
stages, but it could prove to be a crucial step in making Trinity more environmentally-friendly. Barber believes,
"There will always be people who won't
give 100 percent. Therefore, there will
always be the need for students to
enforce and sort recycling. The hope is
that over time that the students not
recycling will become less and less." If
the Task Force is successful, it will
open the window for more steps to be
taken to improve recycling on campus.

JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS EDITOR

Director of Systems and Networking
Bryan Adams sat down with the Tripod to
talk about Trinity's internet and quality
of network, as well as the future for
Trinity wireless internet.
"We have the ability to do all kinds of
nasty things," said Adams. "We generally
don't. There are a couple sort of broad
stroke facts that I've said before and I'll
say again and I like saying because I'm
proud of it. I've been here a long damn
time. We don't censor."
Adams utilizes a hands-off approach,
in which he only monitors and acts when
asked to by the school. "Now, I will [act],
if the administration tells me to, I mean,
I don't run the school, but basically we've
been allowed to run things with the same
philosophy for some time, which is commendable."
Students are allowed to use the internet at their own discretion, and will face
the consequences themselves. "You guys
get to do what you guys need to do. It's
not our business. I don't want to parent
you. You get your own chance to do your
own thing. The only time we step in is
really when the network suffers, when
people are hurting, they can't get out."
Adams and his staff will also act
when the occasion calls. "We will act if
there is an outside complaint, [such as]
see PERSONAL on page 8
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Trinity Joins Challenge
to Reduce Energy Waste
campus is that we cannot put
stickers or signs near the elevators to remind people that they
As of Friday, Feb. 8 Trinity should walk when they can,
College has been participating because staff cannot support
in the National Campus only one 'student cause.'"
Energy Challenge (NCEC). Ciancola also discussed some of
Lasting through Saturday, her long-term goals: "My more
March 8, NCEC is a nationwide radical vision for energy coneffort between high schools, servation at Trinity includes
colleges, and universities things like getting clotheslines
across the country aimed at in the laundry rooms and an
making energy efficiency a part Energy Star purchasing policy."
of daily life, and to mobilize
Lindsey Cline, Trinity's
students and other citizens for ConnPIRG Campus organizer,
broader climate action.
also commented on ways for
Each institution partici- Trinity to conserve energy.
pating in the challenge com- "Trinity could save a signifipetes to reach the greatest cant amount of money making
reduction in total energy use buildings more energy efficient.
during the month of February. We joined the National
Institutions such as Yale Campus Energy Challenge
University, Colby College, hoping to reduce Trinity's enerconsumption
during
Northeastern
University, gy
Skidmore College, Macalester February, but also to make
College, and University of long-term changes on campus,
Southern
California are and educate students how they
involved in this highly publi- can easily reduce their energy
cized
event.
Climate use. For example, many people
Challenge, the organization don't know they can save up to
that arranged NCEC, has $150 a year in electricity costs
received coverage in Time and for putting their computer to
The New York Times, and has sleep or 1,300 pound of carbon
formed partnerships with dioxide emissions by switching
such groups as ConnPIRG, a light bulb."
Greenpeace, and the Youth
Cline agreed that green
Environmental Network.
issues are crucial. "As greenElisabeth Cianciola '10 is house gases disrupt our clithe student in charge of the mate, it's critical that we each
project at Trinity . She is run- take part in the solution to
ning the challenge as part of global warming, and energy
her internship with ConnPIRG conservation is a huge part of
this semester. Cianciola said the solution."
that statistics from last
However,
despite the
February show that Trinity numerous ways ConnPIRG
uses approximately 1,707,552 suggests
saving
energy,
kilowatt-hours of electricity Ciancola is still disappointed in
and 20,708,450,000 British what she feels to be student
Thermal Units (BTU) of heat. apathy towards green issues.
She described efforts to reduce "Of the students who were
energy on campus, citing such invited to our facebook group,
actions as "changing several most declined to join [...] apparhundred incandescent light ently energy conservation is
bulbs to compact fluorescent very controversial. Students
light bulbs, the 'Friday Night often use the fact that they
Flashlight' event at therecycle their cans as their one
Underground Cafe, and turn- good thing they do 'for the enviing off the television and radio ronment."'
off in the Ferris Fitness Center
While the event will be over
for a day."
in less than a week, the organConnPIRG is also attempt- izers home for a more long term
ing to limit use of elevators. impact. Students who wish to
According to Ciancola, "for become more active can attend
every floor traveled by elevator, ConnPIRG's Campus Climate
a cell phone could be charged, Challenge meetings on Monday
but the general consensus on nights at 7 p.m.
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
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Cave icon Al Rice adjusts to the new offerings, adding his signature flair to a pasta dish, made to order for students.

Plans for Zona Mexicana Not Yet Final
continued from page 1

"I never ate at Zona
Mexicana because it didn't seem
"I was really excited to hear like real Mexican food and I'd
that Chartwells decided to elim- rather stick to what I'm used to.
inate Zona Mexicana after recog- I know that it's safe," said
nizing the overwhelming stu- Denisa Jashari '10. "I think I
dent opinion against the estab- might give [the new options] a
lishment, not to mention the shot depending on what mood I
extension of service hours," said am in and what day of the week
Blum. "The survey was meant to it is."
do more than gage student opinSome students, though, are
ion, it was supposed to act as a unhappy to see Zona Mexicana
catalyst for change. I guess it's gone. "I'm a little bit sad," said
working."
Kate Coughlin '10. "I really liked
No permanent replacement the quesadillas and the taco salhas been decided upon and since ads. But I haven't had the new
the removal of Zona Mexicana, a stuff yet, but I'm sure it's good."
rotating station has been in its
"I'm furious that Zona
place, changing daily between Mexicana vanished," said Anne
things such as made to order Benjamin '10. "I relied on the
pasta, hamburgers, hot dogs, stir- rice and beans combination
fry, and macaroni and cheese*found in the rice bowl for my
These options are available in sustenance, and now that it is
small and large sizes, and do not gone, I am lost in the Cave.
fit directly into any combo meal. Instead of replacing Zona
"I like how they have grilled Mexicana with refined white
cheese and pasta," said Katie sugars and starches, Chartwells
Pierce '11, while eating in the should implement real Mexican
Cave. "It's a nice variety." Other food, like Anna's Taqueria (a
students have yet to try the new popular Boston area authentic
options, but are still happy with Mexican restaurant)." [Editor's
what the Cave has been offering. Note: Benjamin is a member of
"I haven't tried it, so I don't the Tripod staff.]
know if it's good or not, but the
'Tm glad they removed it,"
wings are good, and I like the said Amanda White '08. "I had
pizza station," said Tara Zona Mexicana once and I
Finucane '08.
vowed to never have it again

Zona Mexicana Replacement Menu
Tuesday 3/4;
Wednesday 3/5:
Thursday 3/6:

Friday 3/7:
Saturday 3/8:

Sunday 3/9:

Hamburger Bar
Stir Fry Bar
Macaroni & Cheese Bar
Pasta Made to Order
Omelets
General Tso's Chicken
Omelets
Hot Dog Bar

Visicwww.dineoncampus.com/trinity
and see the Cave for updated Menus.

because it was so awful."
"I liked Zona Mexicana and
thought they had some good
options, such as the quesadillas," said Corwyn Canedy '08,
"but I did think it was a huge
downgrade from the grill.
However, I was happy to hear
that they were planning on new
options since there is nothing
negative about diversifying the
available food options."
Canedy is not happy with the
options, however, and jaded with
Chartwells as an institution.
"They charge basically a meal
for a single hot dog. [...] I hate
Chartwells and I think the meal
plan is a joke. I do not think they
have addressed student concerns and acting as if they have
listened to our complaints by
changing one mediocre option to
the next is ridiculous."
"With 342 randomly selected
respondents, the results of the
survey serve as a credible measure of student opinion. Facing
indisputable evidence of student
discontent, Chartwells simply
couldn't deny the reality that
students were unhappy with
Zona Mexicana," said SGA
President Andrew Pedro '08.
"This should just be the tip of
the iceberg," said Blum. 'The
survey asked questions on a
wide array of issues, all of which
directly affect student life on
campus. The SGA will be taking
a careful look at the survey and
[will be] us [ing] it as a tool to
make Trinity exactly what the
students want it to be."
Plans for the Cave's future
are not yet certain. Ventilation
issues that surfaced during the
renovation of Mather Dining
Hall last summer forced the
installation of Zona Mexicana,
and the feasibility of fixing the
problems will play a part in
deciding what will come.
"We are working on a longterm plan for the Cave," said
Chenette. "In the meantime, we
have adjusted menus to increase
variety and have also opened for
continental breakfast. The
details of the long term plan are
still being worked out."
Chartwells has been looking
at student opinions, and will be
continuing to solicit students' as
to their thoughts in order to better serve them.

Hartford Crime Update
SARAH HARVEY - NEWS EDITOR
A police chase ended in a fatal shooting on the corner of Broad
and Russ Streets on Monday, March 3. The stispect in a sexual
assault and West Hartford bank robbery was shot and killed by
state troopers after leading them on a chase and threatening
them with a knife.
The suspect was located shortly after robbing a bank in West
Hartford, and police followed him until they were able to stop his
vehicle a few blocks from Trinity's campus. The suspect abandoned the car and ran along Broad Street. After brandishing a
knife and refusing orders to disarm himself, the suspect was shot
by both troopers, taken to Hartford Hospital, and pronounced
dead. The suspect and vehicle also matched the description of a
suspect in a sexual assault in West Hartford on Sunday, March
2. Broad Street was closed into the evening hours to allow investigators to collect evidence and talk to witnesses.
^ ^
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Wireless Routers Put Students at Risk Jones Pushes Through
Order for Jarvis Locks
continued from page 6

threats of bodily harm, threats
against political personages.
Basically, when the authorities
show up, and they do, absolutely
we do what we can do to help
them
find
the
person.
Sometimes it's a matter of life
and death. We've got somebody
posting that they're overdosing
and whatnot and we don't know
who but we've better find out
where because someone is in
danger."
Adams continued to explain
some situations that can require
attention: 'You get the kid who's
lit up late at night and he's posting that he's going to kill the
President and it turns out that's
a federal offense and the secret
service shows up and they want
to know who it is," Adams said.
"I don't stand between them and
who it is but, aside from that
.basically we are a no-censorship, prettymuch-let-you-dothing-at-your-own-peril, kind of
group. And I like that, but there
are some real costs to that for
the students."
The total internet access for
the campus is 70 Mbps. The
average student download speed
is 2 Mbps, and the average student upload speed 128 Kbps.
"Our bandwidth posture has
always been to provide the best
blend of service to all our users
given our limited bandwidth,"
Adams said.
Peer-to-peer file sharing
presents many problems to the
network, and for the students
who are using it. "We don't protect you from yourself and so
point-to-point file sharing still
goes on. Kids still get sued. One
could argue that we could stop
them from doing that for their
own good, but its not something
we've ever really done," Adams
said. "Our strategy with peer-topeer file sharing has always
been to limit rather than block,
as there are legitimate peer-to-

peer uses. We simply need to
keep the network running."
"The downside to this strategy is that it allows student to
make the mistake of running
these applications [such as
Limewire] and they frequently
get named by the outside party
and many have paid substantial
financial penalties," he said.
"We don't monitor as in we're
not looking. I don't spend my day
watching what is going on.
When there is a problem, something to look at, then I go and
look and see what evidence
there is," he added. "But it's a
nicer way to do that as opposed
to always looking because you
can't un-see something once
you've seen it and I believe people should be able to do what
they want and I also believe that
I shouldn't have to see what
everyone is doing because it
could be ugly."
Trinity students agree to the
Acceptable Use Agreement
when joining the Trinity network. Many of the problems that
arise with students and internet
usage stems from students
straying from this agreement. "I
actually like to believe, and this
is a personal opinion, this is in
the courts, people are arguing
about acceptable use policies
and what is valid, it's not my
fight," Adams said. "I hold
myself to a standard and therefore I hold others to a standard
that if you say you read something you read it. I don't care if
you closed ybtuc &yes,I don't care
if you really didn't do it."
Trinity does not currently
have a wireless network blanketing the canvas. "I think that the
school should be providing wireless Internet to the students. The
dorms should definitely be wireless," said James Gilland '11.
Adams said that a wireless network would be a positive addition
to the campus, but problems
arise when taking into consideration the construction of some res-

idential halls. "The wireless network is actually fairly wide
spread, however, it is mainly
used in large indoor and outdoor
spaces where wires are not feasible. In the dorms, there are abundant wired connections and these
are faster and more reliable.
"However, I believe wireless
is becoming more of an expected
utility and there is a grad plan
in the works to implement a
much more pervasive wireless
network. This is a much more
difficult task than simply nailing up numerous home type
Linksys wireless access points.
The total cost for this increase is
certainly going to exceed
$500,000 and it simply cannot
be completed in one season."
"I hope that people understand that our pace is based on
our desire to build systems that
work well and are supportable,"
Adams said. "1 can get an unreliable wireless network built in
much less time with much less
money, but it will serve almost
nobody and though less expensive, virtually all that money
will be wasted. Not to mention
the fact that these systems will
cost more to own, and will likely
cost more in the long run."
The
Acceptable
Use
Agreement include an agreement that students will not use
their own wireless routers.
Adams said that this is for students' own safety, as students
who set up routers are responsible for all users on their network, whether they are known
or not. "I can't tell you the number of people who get named in
the RIAA claims who are truly
not sharing the files," he said.
"However, because they are
ruining a wireless access point,
they are responsible for the
actions of their neighbors who
use them anonymously."
Adams maintained that he
works in order to provide students with the best possible
service for students.

Intercollegiate Update
Brown University

University of Hartford

Eight freshmen won first place in Project Horizon, a grant funded
this year's housing lottery after initiative of the University of
submitting a video in the Hartford's College of Education,
Residential Council's talent Nursing, and Heath Professionals,
show. The winning students sub- provides wellness and health edumitted a creative video in which cation to the greater Hartford comthey donned speedos and chain munity. The project focuses on life
mail, and the video featured a education and social justice, and
professor, as well as a dining hall features nursing students who are
active at 21 sites around Hartford.
cashier.

Quinnipidc University
A student is under investigation
for thefts that have occurred in a
dorm through the course of the
year. The individual has admitted
to stealing both cash and textbooks, and selling the textbooks
back to the bookstore. University
security approached him after he
had returned to the bookstore to
retrieve the books.

Massachusetts Institute of

University of Massachusetts

University of Connecticut and

Technology
A 23-year-old MIT senior died
early Saturday morning after
apparently falling five stories
from his fraternity's off campus
hcuse on Beacon Street. He was a
member of the technology chapter of the Delta Upsiton fraternity. An MIT statement said that
the school is "terribly saddened
by the incident."

Amherst
The UMass Amherst Republican
Club held a rally to remove a
graphic brochure which was posted outside of the Radical Student
Union's office. The brochure featured an explicit illustration of
two men engaging in a sexual act
and was meant to promote safe
sex. It is not known if the
brochure was removed.

Yale University
Both of these Connecticut
Universities are participating in
the 9 week-long nationwide recycling competition, Recyclemania.
UConn broke into the top 100
out of the participating schools in
the Per Capita Classic competition, recycling 1.95 pounds/person, but Yale holds a strong lead
with 2.63 pounds/person.

continued from page 1

resentatives, they "felt it
would be appropriate to discuss the matter," Russo said.
Students played an integral role in this decision, especially students that are members of the SGA. All members
were able to voice their concerns, as well as the concerns
of the students they represent.
SGA President Andrew Pedro
'08 sees this as a development
for the SGA. He is pleased
with the immediate and posi"
tive response of the College
Administration.
He says,
"Today, unlike in past years,
we are effectively using systems in place to ensure that
the voice of the student body is
heard. I think it's safe to say
that the SGA has gained more
credibility and that the
Administration is really listening to our concerns."

'11, SGA student representatives on the Planning and
Budget Committee, wrote a
letter, and then formally presented to the Committee concerning
Locknetics.
The
Committee listened to the
arguments of the student representatives, then were educated of the facts by Sally
Katz, Director of Facilities.
Sims and Wise were able to
convince the advisory board to
recommend the installation of
Locknetics on the inner doors
of suites as well as the funding
of ongoing maintenance. Jones
supported the recommendation of the Committee, and the
locks were ordered by Katz.
Katz assured the campus
community that the locks will
be installed by the time that
the buildings reopen in August
Wise is very pleased with
in preparation for students to the decision that has been
move in. She
made, and sees
"Today, unlike in past
explained that
it as "a momennow that the
tous change" in
years, we are effectively
decision
has
the history of
using systems in place
been made, "the
the College in
to ensure that the voice
task at hand is
how it deals
to find
the
with issues that
of the student body is
money in the
come up. She
heard. I think it's safe
budget." Katz
expressed that
also expressed
to say that the SGA has while the colthe unfortunate
gained more credibility." lege has been
downside
of
known for "reacthis decision.
tionary" policies
Andrew Pedro'08 in terms of lisThe
original
reason for withtening to stuSGA President
h o l d i n g
dent concerns,
Locknetics was a lack of funds, this decision marks a moment
and this continues to be a of understanding between stuproblem. She says, "Since our dents and administration.
budget is a zero-sum game this
"We are beginning to see
may mean deciding to delay or the College's proactive measto cancel another funded proj- ure to deal with issues before
ect."
they explode in our faces [...] I
While Jones expressed think students will be pleased
that, while he was "somewhat to hear that this issue has
taken aback by some of the been resolved and that the colstrident language" voiced by lege has been so prompt in lisconcerned students, he admits tening to student feedback and
that "we responded as we concerns," Wise said.
should have to the concerns
Many
students
have
about the locks."
expressed their pleasure with
Jones did say that he can the recent decision. Josh
become concerned about stu- Growney Levinson '11 says, "I
dent "demands" such as this am glad that Trinity has decidone because "we must do one ed to install Locknetics,
thing or the other whether or because they will allow for a
not our students understand greater level of privacy and
that this is a zero-sum game." safety."
Like Katz, he explained that
Pedro also expressed his
"we will have to take the satisfaction with the work of
money for the interior locks Wise, Sims, and Walker: "They
from some other source in worked together to make this
order to fund the locks." Work happen and their membership
is now being done to uncover ensures that the SGA has a
the funds in this year's budget promising future." Walker is
to finance the locks and their grateful for the responses of
installation. The future main- Trinity students. She says, "I
tenance of the locks will also am very glad that students
eventually have to be funded. reached out to me to voice
Paula Russo, Chair of the their opinions about this
Planning
and
Budget issue. This is what I - and the
Committee, said that it was rest of the SGA - wanted all
unusual for the Committee to along." She encourages the
review funding requests after continuation
of
student
the annual budget has been involvement in the SGA, by
approved. However, because reaching out though e-mail,
the issue was brought to the SGA meetings, and the SGA
Committee by the student rep- Web site.
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Students? Faculty to Advise President Undergrads Unlikely To
Return to Dormitories
continued from page 6

Council were asked to serve by
Jones, all of them have a vestthat is higher than ever ed interest in seeing this
before." Despite the fact that a through, and are enthusiastic
number of efforts to improve about serving. Wade, a longthe climate at
standing mem"There are few things
Trinity in years
ber of the
Trinity commupast have fallen
that are as important
nity, was asked
short, he would
as creating a communi- by
Jones
"very much like
ty
where
people
are
to see genuine
because of his
implementation
commitment to
free to pursue their
take place" this
improving the
own talents and intertime, and is
community.
ests in their own ways,
Wade
noted
excited at the
that
"the
campossibility
of
and where each of us
pus climate has
working with the
strains to appreciate
been a source
other members
the other."
of dismay to
of the Council to
various College
make sure that
constituencies
happens.
Frederick Alford since I arrived
Barhydt and
Dean of Students here in 1983
Belkin cited simand has continilar goals to
those of Wade. Belkin hoped to ued to be a source of concern
"create a better social, intellec- every year since. Pretty much
tual and diverse feel to this every year, something happens
campus."
According
to on campus to indicate that,
Barhydt, the Council has only below the surface of civility and
met once so far, but in that sociability, some rather vile
meeting they "reviewed the attitudes, behaviors, and valfindings of the previous ues are finding far too much
[Committee] and began to dis- sustenance."
cuss in what ways we could be
Read has already begun to
most effective in implementing address some of the recommenthe suggested changes." As dations the original committee
Barhydt said, the Council has put forth. Among those recom"a universal goal of implement- mendations that was to "add a
ing practical changes" on cam- question about diversity to the
pus.
Trinity application." In a homiThough most of the faculty ly at the weekly Vesper's servand staff members on the ice, Read mentioned the new

application requirement that
the Office of Admissions implemented, and noted the importance of the question in finding
students who are ready to be
active, respectful, and engaged
members of the community.
When asked about the
importance of the work of the
Council, Read noted that even
in her short time here she has
picked up on "elements of
racism and privilege with
which this community needs to
grapple. I have yet to meet a
member of the community who
does not recognize this need.
Both care and concern as well
as enthusiasm for change come
from every quarter."
Though there are many personal reasons that motivate
each member on the Council,
they all have the same goal of
improving the college community. The Council is made up of
a diverse group of faculty, staff,
and students, each excited at
the prospect of being able to
implement some real changes
at Trinity.
As Alford explained, "there
are few things that are as
important as creating a community where people are free
to pursue their own talents and
interests in their own ways,
and where each of us strains to
appreciate the other." The
Council will aim to ensure that
such a community exists at
Trinity.

ranked the experience as positive, and 61.5 percent say they
aspects of living off-campus would like live off-campus again
from "Most Challenging" to next semester.
"Least Challenging" students
Code Sternal '08, a current
ranked "Finding a place," resident of Crescent Street, has
"Dealing with the landlord," enjoyed living off-campus for
"Parking," and "Connection the past year, saying 'It has just
with on campus activities" as made my Trinity experience bet"Least Challenging." "Safety," ter." He chose to pursue other
on the other hand, respondents housing options after he
ranked as a being more chal- received a low lottery number
lenging.
for senior housing, and he has
enjoyed the indeAnother
"1 decided to write this
pendence
that
important
factor that
survey and send it to stu- com.es from not
living in one of
many students to have a better
the campus's residents wonunderstanding of how
dential halls, citder about
ing
specifically
when decidthe students directly
"no
RA'
s and more
ing whether
affected by the housing
space."
or not to live
shortage have felt about
off-campus
When asked
is
cost.
their experience. Also, I
whether or not
According to
she would considwanted to gauge how
the results
er living off-cammany students may want
of the surpus as an uppervey, 63.4
classmen,
Kai
to apply to live off campercent of
Paine
'11
pus again next year."
students
responded,
"I
said
that
would for my senliving offAmy DeBaun ior year. My
campus
Director of Campus Life biggest concern
does
not
would be that
there would be
cost
any
too much do-it-yourself work,
more than living on-campus.
When asked how they felt but I would look forward to
overall about living off campus independence from the residen73.2 percent of respondents tial life guidelines at Trinity."
continued from page 6
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Unanswered
Questions,,,
ELIZABETH AGRESTA
ARTS EDITOR

1. Who invited Miiey Cyrus to the Oscars?
Just because the Disney channel is capitalizing on the success of "Hannah Montana"
with their new movie does not mean the girl
can actually act. it's an insult to the people
who actually deserve to be there.

80th Annu;

ACADEMY A
u
Hollywood celebrates another successful year for movies;
international talents and darker films sweep trophies
JAMES KUKSTIS
true that there are some angels in this city! Thank you so,
The 80th Annual Academy Awards were an affirmation
so much!"
of both the immense talent that exists in Hollywood as well
as American audiences' disagreement with the Academy over
Javier Bardem won Best Supporting Actor for his role in
what constitutes a good movie.
No Country for Old Men, and Tilda Swinton won Best
Supporting Actress for Michael Clayton. All four acting
By 1976, the top 10 highest grossing movies of all time
winners, British/Irish Day-Lewis, French Cotillard, Spanish
had each been nominated for Best Picture at the Oscars, and
Bardem, and British Swinton, are Europeans. It is refreshing
five of them had won. Since then, only four of the top 10
to see the Academy not limiting itself to American films
have been nominated, and only two, Titanic and The Lord
and American actors.
of the Rings: The Return of the King, won Hollywood's top
prize. What has changed? Is Hollywood producing more
Another interesting trend was among the Best Actress
"bad" movies that people will pay to see instead of "imporwinners. Since 1999, of the nine winners in this category,
tant" films?
seven portrayed real people
Of this year's nominees for
(only the characters portrayed
Best Picture, only one has grossed
by Halle Berry in Monster's
over $100 million, and none of
Ball and Hilary Swank in
(according to Tripod)
the others are remotely close. This
Million Dollar Baby were ficyear's Best Picture, No Country
tional.) In the same period,
The Europeans won all the important
for Old Men, has grossed over $64
four of the winners for Best
million. Juno, nominated for the
Actors
played non-fictional
categories, Katherine Heigl was goraward, has grossed over $130 milcharacters.
geous (but flustered), Jon Stewart's
lion. The other three nominees
Diablo Cody won Best
humor impressed us all, Cameron Diaz
have yet to cross the $50 million
Original Screenplay for teen
mark.
pregnancy comedy Juno. It
failed miserably at pronouncing 'eineseems inappropriate to match
This award is not about who
matographer,' another non-celebrity
teen pregnancy with comedy,
can make the most money. I have
celebrity's (Marketa Irglova's) speech
but so be it. In yet another
no doubt that No Country for
movie that does not show young
Old Men was the best picture of
was cut-off, and Johnny Depp was
women that they. .have any
2007. With an industry so bent on
robbed of a neither Oscar by Juno, which
options once with child, Juno's
winning awards, and with movies
pegged for wins months before^- look-home diegold.pi<Aying.viiat,;^iJ^j^ij
;ter
4
they are even seen, the producers
witty banter and cutesy dialogue, teen
Look for Diablo Cody at future
of the Oscars cannot be surprised
pregnancy can (and has) become OscarAcademy Awards presentations,
that the amount of people who
but don't count on her .picking
tune into the telecast has been
worthy. And on that note, does anyone
up any more awards.
nowhere near what it once was. So
really care about the Oscars anymore?
The biggest story of the
who is to blame?
night was No Country for Old
Are there simply more wellMen and its production and
made movies being produced than
directing teams, who picked up three big awards: Best
there were before? You'd be hard-pressed to find someone
Director, Best Original Screenplay, and Best Picture. Joel and
who would agree with that. Do audiences have more options
Ethan Coen have created many amazing films since their
now? I'm not sure. But if crap will make production compadebut in 1984, including Raising Arizona, Fargo, The Big
nies money, then crap they will produce. After honoring
Lebowski, and O Brother, Where Art Thou?. (A couple of
well-made movies with Academy Awards, those movies usutheir
films would be better categorized as "misses," rather
ally increase their box office gross.
than "hits," particularly in the early 2000s: Intolerable Cruelty
Successful or not, the awards certainly went to the most
and The Ladykillers, despite strong star power in said movies).
deserving nominees. Daniel Day-Lewis won his second
This year's Oscars produced very low television ratings, a
Oscar as Lead Actor in There Will Be Blood, a story of a
surprise considering the strength of the telecast. Jon Stewart
ruthless man's quest for oil and power. Marion Cotillard, a
was stellar as host, from cracking joke after joke about the
French actress previously best known to American audiences
terminated writer's strike to allowing the winner of Best
from Tim Burton's Big Fish and Ridley Scott's A Good Year,
Original Song to come out after a commercial break to give
claimed the Best Actress prize for her performance as French
her thanks, after she and her writing partner were halted by
chanteuse Edith Piaf in La Vie en Rose. Cotillard was visibly
the dreaded cut-off music. It was a touching moment that
overjoyed and shocked following her announcement as winshowed Stewart was on the side of the stars, not the show's
ner, and had one of the most touching speeches of the
producers.
night, exclaiming: "Thank you Life, thank you Love! It is

OSCAR HIGHLIGHTS

2. Who let Daniel Day-Lewis walk out of the
house in hoop earrings and a tuxedo with red
piping on it? Friends don't let friends go to the
Oscars looking like a cross between a drag
queen and Dracula.

3, Sure, Matt Damon's cute, but I'm curious as
to why The Bourne Ultimatum, a film with little
critical value, won more Oscars than There Will
Be Blood. Apparently popular culture dictates
that shoot-'em-ups and car chases are far
more thrilling than political strife and the battle
for the oil fields. Who knew?

4. Why was Gary Busey harassing Jennifer
Garner on the red carpet? Isn't it bad enough
that she got J-Lo's sloppy seconds?

imdb.com

lual

\WARD S

A Decade of Red Carpet Style:
The Good, the Bad, and the
"What Were They Thinking?"

BEST FEMALE ACTRESS
!H A LEADING ROLE
Parisian actress Marion
Cotillard won the Oscar
for her portrayal of
French singer and icon
Edith Piaf in La Vie En
Rose. Laura Linney, Cate
Blanchett, Julie Christie,
and Ellen Page were
also nominated for this
category.

OVERRATED: Anyone recall the short-lived T.V. show "Popular"? All things chic were
referred to as "so Gwyneth" (how tum-of-the-millenium). Well, the pink dress the actress
wore to the 1999 Oscars was whatever the antithesis of "so Gwyneth" is - so blah. And we
get it, Bjork is making fun of the Oscars in her swan getup, but the joke probably went
over too many people's heads to actually matter. Julia Robert's black and white number is
proof that you can be safe and sorry.

BEST FEMALE
SUPPORTING ACTRESS
English

Actress

Tilda

Swinton beat out Cate
Blanchett,

Ruby

Dee,

Saoirse Ronan, and Amy
Ryan to win the Oscar for
her role opposite George
Clooney

in

Michael

Clayton.

BEST DIRECTING/BEST PICTURE
The Coen Brothers won the Directing Oscar
for Wo Country for Old Men; the movie went
on to beat Atonement, Juno, Michael Clayton,

ACTUALLY HIDEOUS: Balenciaga, schmenciaga. Nicolas Ghesquiere, Frederick's of
Hollywood called, and they want their look back. The rest of us don't appreciate your little Emperor's New Clothes gimmick at Nicole "Kidman's expense.. She. could have been
asphyxiated 'if someone stepped on that bow^VSe'lfffle" Didtt'&backwib-ds twc is dreadful but
less of an eyesore than the bejeweled headgear she wore to her own wedding, and pink
may be the girliest color, but Jessica Biel still looks like she's ready to pummel the crap
out of you.

and There Will Be Blood'to win Best Picture.

BEST MALE
SUPPORTING ACTOR
Spanish

actor

Javier

Bardem won an Oscar for
his portrayal of the villain
Anton

Chigurh

in

No

Country for Old Men. Casey
Affleck,

Philip

Seymour

Hoffman, Hal Holbrook, and
Tom Wilkinson were also

NOT TOO SHABBY: Most people look jaundiced in any shade of tangerine; Michelle
Williams manages to look rather nice at the 2006 Oscars in orange Vera Wang. The ruby
red lipstick gels nicely, too. Kirsten Dunst's dress needs an honorable mention because it
is Chanel Haute Couture, though in her case, she could have done without the lipstick.
Gwyneth redeems herself in 2005 with a simple but elegant Stella McCartney dress.

nominated in this category.

All images www.oscars.org

SHEER BRILLIANCE: At Tripod, we love a girl who's not afraid to be a weirdo. Eva
Green's Givenchy gown from last year may not have been everyone's cup of tea, but at
least the girl picks a look and commits to it. Speaking of weird, statuesque Brit Tilda
Swinton's wins our vote as this year's Best Dressed at the Oscars. She looked more like a
delightfully frightening work of art than your typical red carpet starlet. Rinko Kikuchi also
pulled off another well-chosen Chanel dress flawlessly at last year's awards. - 5Y
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Accidentals Perform in Reunion Concert Over Trinity Days
JORDYNSIMS
OPINIONS EDITOR

Even with the campus
deserted for Trinity Days,
there was a full turnout at the
Accidentals' 15th Anniversary
Reunion Concert on Saturday,
March 1. The Chapel was filled
with Accidentals alumns, parents, students, community
members, and honored guests
including new chaplain Allison
Read, President James F.
Jones Jr., and world-renowned
soprano Christine Brewer.
Brewer, a long-time friend
of Jones, sang with the
Accidentals as a guest soloist
in several songs. Jones
explained, "When she was on
campus last May, she was
invited by the Accidentals to be
the first woman member. The
next thing I knew, Christine
was at the Accidentals' tent
after Commencement, barefoot
(she told everyone that her feet
hurt), smoking a cigar, and
singing with (as she calls The Accidentals give it their all onstage, to the excitement and enjoyment of many avid, loyal fans and audience members.
them) 'my boys.'"
Following this act, Brewer sung with Christine several
When Accidentals Director believe me [...] A true Trinity
sang a beautiful piece with the times over the course of their
Matt Sahlin '08 contacted her story indeed, this one."
to ask her to be the guest artist
The evening began with Accidentals as backup that careers at Trinity, and she
at the reunion concert, she Alex Dancho's senior song, truly showcased her voice. came to celebrate with us not
accepted quite happily. Jones "Geek in the Pink," by Jason Brewer, an honorary member only because the friendship we
continued, "I could not believe Mraz. Dancho flung off his ski of the Accidentals, blended per- have developed with her, but
my eyes when I read her e-mail hat as he began to sing, reveal- fectly with the group, later also [because] she just loves
to me telling me that she had ing his newly-dyed pink hair (a singing a duet -with not only Trinity. For anyone who loves
accented. Matt'aTayitatioij,, Tb.e ; nice touch!). Bersimally; JsPTe- the cyurrent Accidentals, but. _raujsic..at this college, she is a
two of them are now on a first- fer Dancho's rendition over also all of the alumni. Sahlin blessing that is beyond words."
After a duet with one of the
name basis. Only at Trinity! Mraz's, and he sang it particu- praised her talent and personTherefore, to the consternation larly well. Sahlin introduced ality, saying, "As for singing Accidentals alums in "Sitting
of her agents who wanted her his senior song, "Blue Eyes," by with Christine Brewer, not on the Dock of the Bay" by Otis
The only is she a world-class talent, Redding, Brewer left the group
to take this or that role for this the Cary Brothers.
past Saturday night, one of the arrangement was terrific and but she is also the epitome of of approximately 50 men to
greatest voices of our time Sahlin's beautifully clear voice humility and grace. Beyond sing on their own. About 20 of
came to Trinity, sang with the was breathtaking as always, that she is just a fun person, the approximately 40 alums
Accidentals, and then went to though the falsetto in the mid- and both rehearsing and per- that returned to campus for
dinner with 'her boys.' She dle of the chorus wasn't my forming with her was a blast. the anniversary sang a beautiMany of the Accidentals have ful rendition of the folk song
loved every minute of it, favorite tonal choice.

inside QTtS

"Shenandoah." It was quite
obvious that none of them
had lost their singing abilities.
The Accidentals'
trademark of spectacular
harmonies echoed throughout the Chapel, creating an
almost
ethereal
aura
throughout the building.
The Accidentals, alumni
included, went on to sing
"Let it Be," by the Beatles,
"Hello City," by the
Barenaked Ladies, "Some
Kind of Wonderful," by
Grand Funk Railroad, and
"Good 01' A Cappella," a
traditional a cappella song.
Let me tell you, having Pat
Greene '07 back to sing his
part in "Some Kind of
Wonderful," made my soul
complete. They also sang a
song, "Find the Cost of
Freedom," in honor of
Accidentals member Peter
Toby '00, who lost his life in
a car crash. Sahlin's summary of the weekend, culminating in the concert
Saturday night, truly epitomized the energy and joy
that came through in each
of the Accidentals' songs.
He said, "I can tell you that
for me, and I think most of
the Accidentals, this past
Saturday was the greatest
night I have ever had as a
member of the group. It
was a celebration of the
alumni, and for many of us
the reunion weekend was
the first time forming connections
with
the
Accidentals of old, including some of the group's
charter members. As far as
I know, the group has
see A CAPPELLA on page 14

Damn the Torpedoes Impress at Blue House
LIZZIE BROWN
MANAGING EDITOR

ill.edu

Extinct birds displayed at the
Watkinson, p. 13
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The Tripod visits an exhibit at the
Wadsworth, p. 13

On Friday, Jan. 22, Damn the
Torpedoes performed in honor of senior
Joe Kenol's 21st Birthday. The cover
band is comprised of John Drakos '08
(electric guitar), Jon Fox '08 (vocals,
keyboard, electric guitar), Trinity
Tripod staff member Dave Pietrocola
'08 (drums), and Tim Scarella '08
(vocals, bass guitar). Zee Santiago '09
and Derek Anderson '10 were also featured throughout the performance.
The set list included, in order,
"When You Were Young" by The Killers,
"By the Way" by the Red Hot Chili
Peppers, "The Middle" by Jimmy Eat
World, "Inside Out" by Eve 6,
"Superstition" by Stevie Wonder,
"Louisiana Bayou" by Dave Matthews
Band, "Come Together" by the Beatles
featuring Santiago, "I Want You Back"
by The Jackson 5 featuring Santiago,
"Mr. Jones" by Counting Crows, "Slide"
by the Goo Goo Dolls, "Brown-Eyed
Girl" by Van Morrison, "Flagpole Sitta"
by Harvey Danger, "I Don't Feel Like
Dancing" by the Scissor Sisters, "Only
the Good Die Young" by Billy Joel featuring Anderson, "Everytime We Touch"
by Cascada, and "Larger than Life" by

Lizzie Brown

Seniors Jon Fox (right) and John Drakos (left) performed, singing popular songs for the enthusiastic crowd.

the Backstreet Boys. The encore included, in order, "Escape" by Enrique
Iglesias, "Tiny Dancer" by Elton John,
and "Don't Stop Believing" by Journey.
One of Fox's favorite songs to perform, "Flagpole Sitta," really proved to
be a crowd pleaser with audience members singing and dancing along to the

tune. As Fox accurately predicted, "It
gets the crowd going like no other song
we play."
Damn the Torpedoes traditionally
closes their concerts with "Larger than
Life." Fox admitted, "I'm secretly a
see BAND on page 13
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Bird Show at Watkinson Fascinates
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

Walking into the Watkinson
Library, I was impressed. I
never saw it before it was renovated, but the glass doors were
impressive, and the quiet was
even more still than in the rest
of Raether. What caught my eye
even more, though, were the
colorful images of birds hanging on the walls and on display
in well-lit cases.
This was the exhibition
'"Where Late the Sweet Birds
Sang': Bird Extinctions Around
the World Since 1600."
Arranged
geographically,
beginning in Madagascar and
the Indian Ocean region and
moving east, the collection
tracks the tragic topic.
The review of nearly 30 lost
bird species begins with a
remarkable picture of the egg of
an aepyornis, shown actual
size. It was speckled and quite
huge. The extinct giant bird's
egg was equivalent to seven
ostrich eggs, or 180 chicken
eggs. The cause of the aepyornis' demise was
not clear, but it
is apparent
that an
incredi-

ble creature has disappeared.
Next was "the emblematic
bird of extinction," the dodo,
native to the island of
Mauritius, and described in the
text as "large, clumsy [and]
flightless." Hunting by man
destroyed it, as it was "completely defenseless." Its endearing awkwardness makes its
vulnerability even more disappointing. The Mascarene parrot
from the island of Reunion had
lovely plumage. Its neighbor,
the Rodrigues solitary, "apparently proved a tasty dish,"
which is unfortunate because of
their enchanting appearance.
The second case featured
birds of New Zealand. First
was a photo of a skeleton of a
greater broad-billed moa that
was "hunted to extinction by ...
Polynesian natives." They were
extraordinary creatures and
were renowned for attaining
heights of up to 12 feet, and
also interesting was the evidence that they had no wings.
The pipio had lovely earth
tones in its plumage and was
known as "a wonderful songbird
[whose]
tame"
ness
and

home.concepts fa.nl

Birds such as this New Zealand huia were featured in the Watkinson's exhibit.

curiosity did it in, as did its
inability to withstand introduced predators like rats, who
went after its nests and eggs."
The New Zealand quail was
very cute. Its fellow New
Zealand resident, on display in
the third case in the exhibit,
the
Auckland
Islands
Merganser, was adorable as a
chick. The laughing owl was
gorgeous and regal with its
light brown and heavier dark
brown streaking. It sounded
"doleful," calling only at dusk
and on rainy nights, and it is
believed that "the introduction
of weasels to New Zealand to
control the rabbit population
may have been the reason for
its extinction."
The huia species was quite
intriguing, and not only
because of their handsome
feathers — the male had a
"shorter, more powerful bill to
break up rotting logs," and the
female had a long, slender beak
"that probed more deeply for
grubs and insects." Thinking
about their teamwork brings to
mind a charming cooperation of
a pair in love.
Case four moved on to the
islands in the Western Pacific,
starting with the robust whiteeye, which had amazing green
plumes, a chartreuse to be
exact, and highlights of bright
lemon yellow under its tail. The
choiseul crested pigeon could be
"distinguished at once by fits]
yellow fringes and rosy marginal line." Sadly, "the introduction
of domestic cats proved its
see EXHIBIT

on page 14

Band Plays Covers for
Birthday Celebration
continued from page 12

huge fan of that song so, naturally, I love to rock out to it."
Scarella agreed, Tm a big fan
of playing [it] because I love
the way that Drakos goes
crazy to it. Plus, I like how
half of the crowd just rocks
out, while the other half just
shakes their collective heads
and thinks less of me as a
human being."
The renditions of "Come
Together" and "I Want You
Back" were especially wellreceived as Santiago rapped
along to the classic songs. The
crowd responded enthusiastically.
The band's name was originally suggested by Pietrocola
and is derived from a quote

credited to Admiral David
Farragut of the USS Hartford.
The name especially resonates
within the Trinity College community as cannons from the
USS Hartford now grace our
main quadrangle.
Damn the Torpedoes was
formed
last
semester.
According to Fox, "I had wanted to play in and front a cover
band for a long time so, while
I was abroad, I contacted my
friend [Scarella] about the
possibility of forming a cover
band and he loved the idea. I
suggested we ask [Drakos] to
play [...] with us and [Scarella]
asked Dave to play [...] and
the rest is history!"
Look forward to catching
Damn the Torpedoes again
during the spring semester!

lames Kukstis
Dave Pietrocola '08 rocks out on the drums at the band's performance.

Impressionists by the Sea' Engages Viewers at the Wadsworth
SARAH HARVEY
NEWS EDITOR

What do Washington, D.C.,
London, and Hartford all have
in common? These three cities
are the only three stops of the
international loan exhibition
"Impressionists by the Sea." In
February, the Wadsworth
Atheneum became the final
stop of this inspirational art
exhibit, which will stay at the
museum through Sunday, May
11.
The chronological exhibit is
broken up into categories,
ranging
from
preImpressionist work to the
beginning of Impressionism in
the
early
1860s
to
Impressionism in the late 19th
century. The artists displayed
include Claude Monet, PierreAuguste Renior, Edouard
Manet, and Edgar Degas, as
well as their predecessor and
contemporaries. The exhibit
focuses on the Impressionists'
paintings of the shore, highlighting their abilities to paint
the weather and light on the
coastlines, as well as boats and
beachcombers.
Because the exhibit adjoins
Impressionist work with preImpressionist paintings, it

allows for the comparison of natural structure from various
Impressionists with their fore- angles, at different times of
runners. The originality and day, and in a variety of weather
fresh
style
of
the conditions. Finding the comImpressionists is clear, espe- mon elements among the paintcially their use of bold, visible ings is a scavenger hunt of
brush strokes in capturing the sorts for the viewers of the
exhibition, and being able to
essence of the water and sky.
The exhibit is particularly compare their techniques is
even
more
interesting in
interesting.
that it allows
The paintings vary
Another
the viewer to
between landscapes of
frequently
compare
empty shores and beach
painted scene
Impressionist
is the beach at
artists from a
scenes featuring the
Trouville,
narrow perspecby
tive. Even those popular European beach depicted
culture of the age.
Eugene-Louis
with minimal
Boudin as well
knowledge of
French beaches inhabit
as
Monet.
artwork
are
ed by upperclass vacaable to compare
Particularly
tioners dressed in elethe techniques
interesting are
of the various
two paintings
gant swimwear are feaartists because
of this beach
tured in many of the
many of the
placed next to
paintings feapieces.
each
other,
tured are of the
both painted
same scenery, although each from the same location but
from the unique perspective of one at high tide and the other
the specific Impressionist. For at low tide.
instance, the cliffs at Etretat, a
The
paintings
vary
unique and enormous rock between landscapes of empty
structure located near the shores and beach scenes feabeaches of Normandy, were turing the popular European
painted
by
numerous beach culture of the age.
Impressionists. Artists such as French beaches inhabited by
Monet painted this striking upper-class
vacationers

dressed in elegant swimwear idea for the exhibit originated
are featured in many of the ten years ago from Monet and
pieces. A personal favorite is Boudin's paintings of Trouville
Mary Cassatt's "Children at the Wadsworth, and was
Playing on the Beach," a por- developed and overseen by
trait of two young children John House, Walter H.
playing in the sand with sail- Annenberg
Professor
at
boats on the horizon, painted Courtauld Institute of Art in
in 1884.
London. "Impressionists by
The exhibit was assembled the Sea" is a stimulating
by The Royal Academy of Arts exhibit that is not only beautiin London, The Phillips ful, but truly distinctive as
Collection in Washington, well.
D.C., and the Wadsworth. The

wwvv.KlMtichowstuffworkH.ccmi

"Children Playing on the Beach" by Mary Cassatt is featured in the exhibit.
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A Cappella Shows Impress Audiences Exhibit at the Watkinson
Intrigues Many Viewers

Twain's "That Don't Impress
Me Much," a medley of
never exceeded 15 members at Natasha Bedingfield songs,
any one time, yet
and Mariah
The Pipers proved an
on Saturday night
Carey's
we had a group of
"Always Be
energizing and enterabout 50. For all of
My Baby."
taining addition to the
us up there, it was
The
group
an incredibly movTones, opening with
also introing
experience,
d u c e d
"You've Lost That
and I hope the
Leighann
Lovin' Feeling," which
audience had as
Kinter '08's
much fun as we
they sang while imitatsenior song,
did."
"Sway,"
ing the scene from Top
adapted from
The Trinitones
Gun
that
features
the
the Pussycat
also held a concert
Dolls. After
song.
recently, the weeka solid perend before Trinity
Days, inviting the Union formance, the Tones received a
College Dutch Pipers all-male call for an encore, which they
a cappella group to join them. responded to with "I Want You
The Tones brought their usual to Want Me," from the movie
repertoire, including their 10 Things I Hate About You.
The Pipers proved an enerarrangement
of
Shania
continued from page 12

gizing and entertaining addition to the Tones, opening
with "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feeling" by the Righteous
Brothers, which they sang
while mimicking the scene
from Top Gun that features
the song. They were clad in
clothing meant to imitate the
movie Wet Hot American
Summer, sporting sweat
bands, crazy shirts, short
shorts, whistles, and some
pretty sweet sunglasses. The
group's repertoire was equally
amusing with songs including
"Shout,"
"MMMBop" by
Hanson, "Take Me Home
Tonight" by Eddie Money, and
"Mr. Brightside" by The
Killers. Overall, the various
shows proved entertaining
and engaging for audience
members.

Courtesy of Nick Lncy

During theit reunion concert over the Trinity Da'ys weekend, the Accidentals sang to impress with opera singer Christine Brewer.

continued from page 13

undoing," as it was a grounddwelling bird.
Hawaii was the theme of the
fifth case. According to the literature, "the Hawaiian islands
have suffered some of the very
heaviest losses of bird fauna."
Two such losses were the
akialoa and nukupuu, gorgeous
animals that were notable for
their long, down-curved beaks
and riclrhued bodies of olive
green and yellow. Their habitat,
the forest, was "destroyed to
plant sugar cane, and the birds
went with it."
The mamo also faced a
heartbreaking demise. "With
their yellow feathers, the birds
were hunted by native
Hawaiians to adorn royal war
cloaks." For one king, 80,000
mamos gave their lives. Its geographic cousin, the ula-aihawane, had an outstanding
red breast. It was "a bird of
remarkable beauty, [and] its
peculiar combination of colours
[produced! a most harmonious
and
elegant
effect."
Unfortunately, it was never
seen after 1892.
The final two cases focused
on North America. The
Guadalupe caracara, with its
smartly patterned tail, had an
especially ironic and wretched
end. A collector observed 11 of

the birds flying over him, and
he "assumed they must be common, shot nine, and they were
never seen again." Also
depressing is the thought of the
passenger pigeon's extinction,
with its gorgeous magenta colored throat and azure wings. It
was "pursued mercilessly in
one hunting competition [that]
required over 30,000 dead birds
to win the prize." The last passenger pigeon was a female
named Martha who died in captivity in the Cincinnati Zoo in
1914. Also from North America,
the Labrador Duck, with its
bluish-slate tone and black and
white feathers, also has a moving story of disappearance.
"Changes to the environment
with
human
population
increase and pollution might
have led to its demise."
Ultimately, the collection of
images from nature journals,
Audubon Society books and
other publications are a tale of
the distressing impact that, for
the most part, man has had on
so many species of birds. The
anthropogenic
negative
changes that have been made
are a sad legacy, which leave
only illustrations and photographs to admire of the beautiful creatures that have been
lost.
The exhibition will be on
display until June 9.

WHAT'S NEXT?
Find out at our
Graduate Program
Information Session on Saturday,
March 15,2008.
Continental Breakfast at 8:30am.
Sessions begin at 9:00am.
Register online:
www.sacredheart.edu/graduate.cfm

Now that your
undergraduate career is
almost complete, make
the most of your degree by
going right for a Master's
at Sacred Heart University.
Get on the fast track to
success now. An advanced
degree from Sacred
Heart University is your
springboard to the future.

MBA FOR LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCE MAJORS

Extend your liberal arts degree in a practical, marketable manner in the
John F. Welch College of Business. This two-year, full-time MBA program
provides students with domestic and foreign on-the-job internships,
including a summer experience at our Luxembourg campus.
15-MONTH M.S. IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Our full-time Master's program in Computer Science and Information
Technology, with internships available in a variety of real-world business
settings, puts you on the fast track to an exciting career in software
development, network security, database administration, web development
and much more.
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Investigating Toxins in Sugar-Free Phenomenon
ANNE BENJAMIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Dear Annie,
I have been hearing rumors
both ways, is Diet Coke actually bad for me?
•-Interested Imbiber
Dear Interested Imbiber,
It is no surprise that diet
soda, or any product containing
artificial sweetener, is destructive to your body. Yet, from the
massive consumption of sugarfree syrups, Diet Cokes, and
light beverages we notice every
day, it looks like no one (including myself) cares what we put
into our bodies. Aspartame, the
main ingredient in diet sodas, is
about 200 times sweeter than
sugar, but the lack of calories
are made up for by the presence
of serious toxins. I guess most of
us would rather get sick than
get fat. The aspartame in diet
foods and beverages has become
a major source of contention.
The main problem, it seems, is
that artificial sweeteners are a
new phenomenon.
Dr. Joseph Mercola, (Web
site' www.mercola.com), author
of Sweet Deception, a book
nbout how people were deceived

into believing that artificial
sweeteners are safe, says,
"Aspartame is, by far, the most
dangerous substance on the
market that is added to foods."
Aspartame contains 40 percent
aspartic acid, which is known to
kill brain cells by overstimulating them. Aspartame also contains 50 percent Phenylalanine.
The excessive consumption of
phenylalanine decreases seratonin levels, which is the chemical in your brain that keeps
you happy. The last ingredient
in aspartame is methanol.
Inside the body, methanol
becomes formaldehyde and
formic acid, both of which are
toxic.
Aspartame is poisonous. 'It
is essentially a chemical
weapon designed to impact populations en masse," Mercola
said. Since every body is
unique, aspartame effects seem
to vary from person to person.
Some people get headaches
from drinking a diet beverage,
while others basically live on
them.
Anyone involved in the
aspartame industry is making a
whole bunch of money off uneducated weight-watchers. Even
though there are extensive
reports about the dangers of
aspartame, there are also many
reports (like ones from the

; i

Jordyn Sims

Anne Benjamin looks skeptically at a large selection of tasty diet beverages that she loves, but that may eventually kill her.

Aspartame Resource Center)
that insist aspartame is just
fine.
The fact still stands that
aspartame has not been around
long enough to be able to
research any real long-term
effects. Marketing has also
played a large role in artificial
sweetener consumption. Many
would argue that Splenda is
safe because on the box it says
that it is "made from real
sugar." Its main ingredient,
sucralose, is not natural and is

not healthy.
Like many other products,
aspartame has been politicized,
and the real information is hard
to come by. Although aspartame
has been approved by the Food
and Drug Administration
(FDA), this does not mean it is
safe. Even though one would
think to put their trust in the
FDA, remember that the organization is subject to corruption
and lobbying like any other governmental institution. As a
result, aspartame has been

linked with pressures that have
been placed by the soft drink
industry, as well as several
scandals, such as fraudulent
test results. Here is just one
excerpt from Mercola's history
of aspartame information'
"In 1985, Searle Company
was bought by Monsanto, the
maker of other insidious substances that manage to find
their way into human food,
including Bovine Growth
see CORRUPTION on page 16

interviews^
gripes about the frustrations of Trinity life
Dear food delivery people: Whycan you not make
the two-second
walk to my door?
Is it too cold for
you? Are your legs
impaired? What's
the deal? I don't
know where you're
from, but I know
that, in my city
they bring the food
to you. Earn your
tip and walk me
my food!

How the Bistro and Cave don't out your meatballs in half.
I remember when they used to put tiny bit of love into every
sandwich by simply taking the time to slice the meatballs in
half. It made eating the sandwich so much easier. There was
less of a mess and a whole lot more love. Come back to me
sliced meatballs! You always brightened my day.
Being held at gunpoint on
the Lower Long Walk. When
did that become a Trinity
norm? "Oh hey, how you
doing, oh you have a gun?
Sweet, Take my money."
Really, Trinity? Really?
Come on, Campus Safety.
Especially you, short one
that used to go here. Make
something of your evening
and serve and protect, or
wait - is that just the police?

Why is the gym strict with ID cards? I know that you saw me yesterday. And I know you know that I go here. Look at what I'm wearing; I'm not going to rob the place. Interesting how you can so easily
get into the library without an ID card, which is home to precious
books and laptops I've heard ... God forbid I steal a medicine ball or a
jump rope. I mean, please. Let me just sign my name and go get my
sweat on!

The lack of Trinity cheerleaders. Did I miss
something, or do we have zero cute girls cheering
our teams on? I don't know about you, but I like to
have something to watch during timeouts or
breaks during the game. Come on Trin step up and
give us some eye candy!

Campus Safety's
miserable attitude. Is
delivering students
safely really such a
chore? Or is finishing
that cig more of a priority? Maybe I value
my life, or maybe I'm
just afraid of being
alone in the dark. Or
maybe I lost my
shoes at late night
and don't feel like
walking home barefoot. I mean ... I
would walk home by
myself at 3 a.m. on
Friday nights, but I
only take my prison
shank out with me
on Thursday and
Saturday nights.
Give me a break,
Campus Safety.
"Save a Life, Drive a
Trinity Student."

Anthony
& Dennis
Trinity Post
Office Employees
This week, Carver inter- seen delivered to a student's
views Dennis Llewllyn and mailbox?
Anthony Gates, Trinity's
Anthony"- A pot of soup.
beloved post office employees.
Dennis"- [Laughs] Yeah,
They are from Kingston, that was about six years ago.
Jamaica, and Hartford. Conn
Carver- Really?
and have worked at Trinity for
Anthony"- The kid was
10 and nine years, respective- sick, his grandmother mailed
him a pot of soup, in a box.
ly.
Somehow, I guess the lid wasCarver Discerns'- Who n't on the top, so it was spiffing
gets the most packages at over into the box. He took a
while to come and get it, and
Trinity?
Anthony Oate& Right now? the broth started to go bad, I
Dennis Llewllyn- Sophie. think. It was stinking up the
Anthony Yeah, probably mailroom.
Sophie Starehman '11,
Carver- Present company
Carved Have you ever excluded, do you have a
had to confiscate any packages favorite student?
because they looked suspiAnthony1- It's hard to say,
cious?
because there are so many of
Anthony Very rarely.
them that are cool with us.
Carver" For what reason?
Dennis- I'd say pretty
Anthony Let's just say much everybody.
"controlled substances." And
Anthony1- Yeah, 1 can't put
well leave it at that.
my finger on one.
Carver- What is the most
Carver'- What is your
ridiculous thing you've ever favorite thing about working
see ANTHONY on page 17
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Kurtzer Lectures on Middle East, LLS. Presidential Candidates
continued from page 1

of progress in the Middle East:
"It seems like we have had disaster after disaster after disaster until you step back and realize things really haven't been
that bad [...] The reality is that
the U.S. has done very well.
[For example, we] have maintained a long-standing relationship with Egypt."
Kurtzer recalled having
received his first assignment in
Egypt in 1979. "When we
arrived in Egypt in those years,
the country was nearly bankrupt." He spoke on the fact that
both the electric and telecommunications systems had been
extremely unreliable. He then
recognized that "a major transformation of Egypt has taken
place over the past 30 years."
He used this example to illustrate that which can be
achieved in the Middle East,
especially with the support of
the U.S.
Kurtzer went on to comment on the most recent U.S.
presidencies saying, for example, "The [George H. W. Bush]
administration inherited the
perfect storm in the Middle
East. [It] inherited a weakened
presidency." He believed that it
is important to demand to
know, "How engaged is the
president? Has he suggested
his interest in a way that [we]
understand that he means
business? [...] Has he asked for
accountability reports? Is he
persuaded tTiat Ms team is

Kurtzer participates ia a baseball program

using the diplomatic toolbox
effectively?" Ultimately, he
admitted, "We have a president
that doesn't ask these questions
and doesn't pursue these policies."
Finally, Kurtzer hoped to
conclude with an argument as
to why, despite everything,
"this peace process can,
nonetheless, succeed." He
began by discussing some
polling that was recently performed in both the Israeli and
Palestinian communities which
pioved very revealing", when.

exceedingly careful to be both
nonpartisan and bipartisan [...]
I was appointed as Ambassador
to Egypt by [Democratic president, Bill Clinton,] and
Ambassador to Israel by
[Republican president, George
W. Bush,] reflecting what I
think was a successful effort to
remain outside the political
fray [...] Having left governments, I have been willing to be
exceedingly vocal about the
problems of national security
that these administrations
have evoked [...] I start with the
premise that it is important
that [a Republican president]
not be elected this year [...] Who
is the right [Democratic] candidate to defeat the Republican
candidate? [...] As I have
thought about this idea of
'change,' [it has become, for
me,] less and less of an option
to support Clinton and more
and more of an obligation to
rtesy of www.state.gov
support Obama [...] I'm also a
designed for Arab and Israeli children aimed at easing tensions existing in the area.
committed Jew and [Obama's]
asked as to whether or not they of Eeligion in Public Life and relationship to issues that are
believed that violence should be Professor of Religion Dr. Mark important to the Jewish comemployed against the other, Silk asked, "You told [those who munity are very important to
Israel and Palestine both were present earlier] at dinner me, as an individual."
responded, "yes." And when that you, with some difficulty,
Kurtzer continues to be
asked as to whether or not they have come to the decision to actively committed to improvsupported a peace agreement endorse Barack Obama. Why ing intercommunal relations.
with the other, Israel and do you think that he is someone In fact, Elukin recognized
Palestine both responded, who, more than John McCain Kurtzer this past summer at a
"yes." Kurtzer repeated, "Both and Hillary Clinton, is suited?" children's baseball game aimed
Kurtzer responded, after at easing Arab-Israeli tensions.
societies supported peace, but
would agree to fight if peace divulging that he had only con- Elukin, who would later invite
tacted the Obama campaign Kurtzer to speak at Trinity,
could not be attained."
Following the lecture, that morning regarding his remarked, "He turned out to be
Director of the Leonard decision, "I spent 29 years in the nicest ambassador I've ever
Greenberg Center for the Study [U.S.] diplomacy and was met."

Many Consumers Deceived by
Corrupt Diet Drink Industry
continued from page 15
Hormone (BGH). Senator [Howard]
Metzenbaum, commenting on the FDA
relative to the aspartame issue in 1985
said, 'the FDA is content to have Searle
conduct all safety tests on aspartame.
That's absurd ... In 1986, The
Washington Post reported that the
Supreme Court refused to consider
arguments that the FDA had not followed proper procedures in approving
aspartame, despite arguments that the
product 'may cause brain damage.' ...
Since Bush-nominated Supreme Court
Justice Clarence Thomas is a former
attorney for Monsanto, it is unlikely that
hundreds of millions of people will find
redress. There are also indications of
ties between Monsanto and elements in
the CIA." This is evidence that the food
regulations industry is riddled with corruption and a seeming lack of caring
about public health.
Recent findings actually link even
the Clinton family to the aspartame phenomenon.
According
to
www.DailyKos.com, "Monsanto owned
NutraSweet during the Clinton
Administration. Bill's FDA commissioner, David Kessler, not only didn't study
Aspartame despite years of concerns
about four kinds of seizures and other
illnesses, but worked to keep Stevia, a
natural sweetener, out of the U.S.,
despite over 900 Stevia studies, none of
which indicated any safety concerns
regarding human health." This connection has recently been exposed because

of Hillary's campaign.
Here's another thing that really gets
me about aspartame. After all the negative healthD effects, aspartame does not
help you lose weight. Although you may
be saving calories by choosing the light
drink, you will likely get hungrier and
make them up, plus some. Those who
believe that calorie-free sweeteners are
the key to their diets should look elsewhere for sweet indulgences. When you
ingest something artificially sweet, your
body will think it's sugar and process it
faster, possibly increasing your appetite
because the energy that you consumed
was fake.
I wonder — have any effects on my
body begun to take place? Am I going to
grow a tumor because I like sugar-free
syrup in my coffee? If I stop my aspartame consumption now, will the effects
go away? We are all guinea pigs here in 50 years we will be able to understand
the implications of our excessive aspartame intake, but now, we can only hope
that it's not too dangerous.
So is Diet Coke bad for you? Of
course, and for more reasons than just
that it contains aspartame. I wouldn't
believe that only one sugar-free item will
hurt you, however, it is clear that longterm consumption of these products will
most likely have a negative effect on
your body. After all, they are "artificial."
Please e-mail me at anne.benjamin@trincoll.edu with any questions.
Any question is valid, and I would love
to help!

Now accepting applications to become a
First-Year Mentor for the 2008-2009
academic year.
new students adjust to academic and social life
at 1 U n i t y . Help incoming First-Years become
successful college students. .CclHl 1.5 course

Credits. Earn $500 per semester a n d the
ofall your peers!

Apply to become a First-year Mentor, now!

Applications available InFirst-Year Program
office - Located in Jones Basement
Application Deadline: Friday, Marchih7
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Anthony^ Dennis Remark on Students
continued from page 15

"Around Trinity" Censored
5. Girls pee in toilets. And even use
toilet paper! Crazy, huh?
4* Someone has sex ... in the woods.
AT doesn't write about it. Did it really happen?
3* Students decide to abstain from
alcohol (and use their newfound
funds to aid the budget deficit).
2* Female remarks that male, "just"
walked her home. How inappropriate.
1. Carver Diserens '09 appointed
Chancellor of Trinity College!

Students use Caffeine for
Necessary Daily Energy
COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES EDITOR

It is a necessary evil that students are required not only to
wake up at a time when most of
us would love to be hitting the
snooze button or throwing our
alarm clock across the room, but
also that we know such things as
how to calculate such equations
as the centripetal acceleration of
a car speeding down Summit
Street. Most of us aren't perfect,
and definitely aren't morning
people, so we need that little
pick-me-up after a late night
cram for an Econometrics test,
and so we turn to coffee, tea,
Cola. Whatever the substance,
we need that little boost from
our favorite superhero, caffeine.
In the fourth century A.D,,
an Arab shepherd discovered
coffee after noticing an increased
amount of energy and an inability to fall asleep in his flock after
they ate several reddish berries.
After deciding to try them himself, he began to feel exhilarated
and found that he could pray all
night without needing sleep.
Coffee, or Qahwa, became an
active element in religious cere"
monies, and in Ethiopia, it is
still considered sacred for its
healing virtues, and its (supposed) ability to increase fertility. When coffee was first introduced to Europeans in 1573,
authorities tried to ban it but

at Trinity College?
Anthony- Having fun with
the students, cracking jokes.
Being able to talk to them openly, about pretty much anything.
Carver-1 imagine it's tough
to get to know most of the students because, aside from the
ones who work here, you only
see them for about 30 seconds
while they're getting their package.
Anthony- Yeah, after a
while, you get to know them.
Dennis'- It's easier if they
get a lot of packages.
Anthony- We actually sometimes tell them how many packages they've gotten. We have it
all on the computer and can tell
them how many they've gotten
since coming to Trinity.
Carver'- As an employee,
how do you judge Trinity
College?
Dennis- It's a really good
job, great benefits. If I've been
here 10 years, its got to be good.
AnthonySalary-wise,
could always be better. But the
overall job is great, stress-free,
not too many headaches.
DennisI wouldn't say
stress-free...
Anthony- Well, compared
with other jobs, boss breathing
down your neck and stuff like
that. Maybe not stress-free but,
day-to-day, I look at it better
than jobs that most other people
have.
Carver- Along those lines,
are you familiar with the term,
"going postal" and do we as stu-

DennisFunny
story?
Nothing comes to mind. Well
Anthony[Laughs] there was that time nine years
Compared to the average post ago when I got this guy [pointing
office, this is very low-stress. to Anthony] a job here. [Laughs]
No, no, you guys are safe.
That's pretty funny.
Carver- What is the best
Carver'- Do you have any
way for students to get on your final message that you'd like to
good side while they're waiting share with the Trinity communiin line to send or retrieve pack- ty?
ages?
Dennis'- Well, with all the
Dennis'- Talk about sports. technology these days, people
Or, if you're an athlete here, and love to track their packages
I see you wearing your jersey or online. So they see that thenequipment, I'll ask you how the package was delivered "in
season is going or something.
Hartford." Now, that doesn't
Anthony- Come with a joke, necessarily mean it's delivered
that works everyday.
to Trinity.
Anthony Yeah, we always
Dennis^ Yeah, like Nora.
There's this girl Nora, who say, Is Hartford Trinity College?
No, it ain't here, give it a couple
played rugby.
Anthony- Nora Harrington days before you come looking for
it.
Especially
'08 , yeah,
when they order
and her posi"With all the technology
books.
When
tion is called
these days, people love to
they
order
they
"hooker." We
track their packages
don't specify to
always joke
online. So they see that
the seller how to
with
her
ship it. So we
about it.
their package was delivask them how it
Carverered "in Hartford."
was sent out.
Who's your
Now, that doesn't necesThey start out
favorite
sarily
mean
it's
delivered
all sure about
sports teams?
how
it's coming,
Anthony
to Trinity."
they'll
say that
I'm a Giants
something was
fan. [Points
to Dennis] He doesn't want to supposed to be over-nighted, and
then we'll ask them a few questalk about it.
Dennis- I'm a Cowboys fan, tions and, they'll be lost.
Something like, so it's coming
diehard.
Carver: Win some, lose express mail? No. Coming
some, I guess. Do you have an FedEx? Not sure. Coming UPS?
embarrassing or funny story I don't know. You got tracking?
Uh, no. So, make sure you have
about one another?
Anthony"- I can't think of all your information when you
come down to ask questions.
anything right now.
dents have anything to worry
about?

failed. Why would anyone want
to ban caffeine? It increases
intellectual ability by enabling
consumers to think more clearly
and rapidly, creates a mild
euphoria and, most importantly,
reduces the feeling of fatigue.
However, if caffeine intake
exceeds 250 mg (5 cups of coffee)
per day, a person may develop
caffeinism. The Expat Health
Dictionary lists symptoms as
nervousness, irritability, jitteriness, palpitations, flushing,
hyperventilation, arrhythmias,
rapid respiration rate and heartbeat, muscle twitching, and gastrointestinal
disturbances.
Chronic consumption may lead
to insomnia, persistent anxiety,
paranoia and depression. 10
grams, or 600 cups of coffee, may
induce shock syndrome, convulsions, and ultimately could be
fatal. 100 mg of caffeine is the
suggested daily dosage by most
health care providers.
The term "caffeine" leads
most people to think of coffee
and soda pop, but even an overthe-counter drug like Midol contains 64 mg of caffeine in just
two tablets, which is more than
a 12-ounce can of Diet Coke, containing 45.6 mg. A student who
drinks one grande Starbucks
coffee a day will spend an average of $1,080 a year, a price that
many students seem to find less
challenging than a morning
Lizzie Brown
without caffeine.
Anthony Oates and Dennis Llewllyn, Post Office employees, hard at work inside the Trinity College Mailroom.

Beware of the Mather
"Donuts"

A Leisurely Night Stroll
Down Broad Street

Two For One: Redefining
the Phrase "Dirty Sex"

Party of Three: Knock
Before You Enter

Several junior boys rolling
leftover bread into balls, salting them, applying sauce or
mayonnaise, and promptly
placing them on the dessert
trays of Mather. Also seen (to
our dismay): several students
enjoying these breaded balls,
having apparently mistaken
them for donuts.

A sophomore boy sprinting home down Broad
Street from the Civic Center
after the Bruce Springsteen
concert in the wee hours of
the morning, having bolted
from his ride home for reasons that are anything but
clear. AT thinks this boy
must have a death wish.

A sophomore boy leaving
one girl behind in his bedroom to return to his fraternity to make sweet love to
another girl in the puddle of
the Late Night floor. A frat
floor is meant for dancing,
not sexing, kids. And, gross. I
mean, seriously, one word for
you: self-respect.

A senior brother walking
into the back room of his fraternity to find a brother and
his older girl enjoying themselves, and each other, upon a
pool table. And do we even
need to mention they weren't
playing pool? AT rules, this
isn't what we meant when we
said, "Get a room."
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Double Coverages Which NBA Trades Were Worth the Price?
GREG AMARRA and
SHAHMOMIN
SPORTS WRITERS

Tricks of the Trade:
After one of the most eventful
trade deadlines in recent NBA
history, we felt it was necessary
to discuss the kind of impact
these major trades are having on
the teams involved a few weeks
after they happened.
Shah: I think it's safe to say
that the most successful trade
would have to be the one sending Pau Gasol to the L.A. Lakers
— if not for the fact that they've
been 12-2 since acquiring him,

www.yafmo.com

Pau Gasol poses in his new uniform.

then at least because they were
able to get him for next to nothing. The deal sent Gasol and a
second round pick to the Lakers
for four worthless players
(including Kwame "I can't play
basketball to save my life"
Brown) and two first-round
picks. This trade alone may have
just won Mitch Kupchak the
award for GM of the Year.
Greg-' I completely agree with
you. This trade is huge for the
Lakers and it originates back to
the beginning of the season.
Let's face it, the Lakers would
not have been a contender for
anything if they had traded
away Kobe Bryant back in
October. His willingness to stay
in L.A. alerted the front office to
continue building the team
around him. The emergence of
Andrew Bynum this season has
also been a pleasant surprise for
the Lakers and has added
another scoring option to their
repertoire. Their starting lineup
at full strength is now one of the
best in the league with Derek
Fisher, Kobe Bryant, Lamar
Odom, Pau Gasol, and Andrew
Bynum. Keep in mind, the
Lakers are 12-2 with Gasol and
without Bynum. Once he
returns to the lineup, the Lakers
will be a force to be reckoned
with in the West. Let's see how
well a triangle offense will work
with the new pieces in place.
Shah-' On the other end of the
spectrum are the Phoenix Suns,

who have gone 2-4 with newly
acquired Shaquille O'Neal in the
lineup. The trade hasn't had a
positive impact on the Suns in
any way since it took place. The
day they traded for Shaq, the
Suns were in first place in the
Western Conference and had a
2.5 game lead on the then sixthplace Lakers. The sad tiling is
now they're the ones that are 2.5
games back (of the Lakers that
is) and are currently the sixth
seed themselves. I'm glad to see
that Steve Kerr knows what he's
doing out in Phoenix.
Greg: Didn't I tell you the Shaq
trade would be a bust? An aging
center on a fast-break team is
never the recipe for success.
Anyway, let's move on and talk
about the two teams that had
the better end of mediocre
trades, Dallas and Cleveland
(when I say mediocre, I mean
the full potential of the trades
have not yet been realized). The
Mavs are struggling to find their
place with their new point
guard, Jason Kidd. They're 4-3
with Kidd calling the shots, a far
cry from the expectations placed
upon them after the trade. The
problem with the Mavs is that it
is always hard to find chemistry
when your point-guard is adjusting to a new system. After playing in New Jersey since the
2001-2002 season, it will definitely take time for the new core
of players to gel — time that
Dallas cannot afford. Switching

conferences, the Cavs are 3-2 That is why people feel as
after the acquisition of Ben though they needed to make
Wallace, Delonte West, Wally this trade, because we all know
Szczerbiak, and Joe Smith, with Kidd's track record when it
the wins coming against sub-par comes to taking over teams. It's
teams: Memphis, Minnesota, safe to say that the Mavs are
and Chicago. Although I like the better than the Nets, and look
trade because the addition of what he did there. The biggest
Wally and Delonte helps spread thing that I don't think people
the floor for LeBron, this still are mentioning about the Kidd
does not give the team the addi- trade isn't the acquisition of
tional firepower needed to win Kidd or the departure of Devin
an NBA Championship. It is Harris, but instead the Mavs'
true that LeBron single-handed- loss of DeSagana Diop. After seely brought his team to the NBA ing almost every one of their
Finals last season, but the main competitors improve their
increased depth in the East this big men, the Mavs decided to
season (Boston, Detroit, and trade away their best inside
arguably Orlando) has kept presence. In a conference with
guys like Pau Gasol, Amare
Cleveland subdued.
Shah: Unless LeBron can rise Stoudemire, and Tim Duncan, a
to a level higher than the one we move like that isn't going to help
saw him play at last year in the very much.
playoffs against the Pistons, I Greg: Back when I was in middon't think the trades the Cavs dle school, my friend was
made are going to be nearly involved in one of the most infaenough to stop the Celtics or the mous trades in Central Middle
Pistons. The Celtics have the School flag football history. He
star-power and leadership that was traded for ... a pack of gum.
they'd been lacking for quite I think it's safe to say that these
some time, while the Pistons trades are more balanced, but
have finally gone back to their the eventual outcomes are a litold ways of playing fundamen- tle too sticky to foresee. (In case
tally sound team basketball. The you were wondering, my friend
Mavs, on the other hand, are tal- continued to play flag football...
ented enough to contend in the though the pack of gum was
West, but just don't seem to more useful on the field).
want it as much as other teams.
Their performance in the play- Any suggestions or future topoffs last year, as well as how ics can be sent to either
they're playing now, is indicative GregLorenz.Amarra@trincoU. edu
of what kind of team they are. or Shaht£dur.MonuiMtjinco]l.edu.
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Seniors Lead Bants to 74-55 Victory | Vesprini Matches Career
High as Bants Prevail, 5*2
continued from page 3

Hasiuk and tri-captain forward
Robert Taylor added 11 and 15
points, respectively. Senior
center Steve Dunn provided a
boost off the bench, doing some
impressive work in the low
post and tallying 10 points.
Sophomore Shavar Bernier led
the Camels with 17 points,
including five three-pointers.
Trinity's next test came at
LeFrak last Saturday, where
they faced off against thirdseeded
Middlebury.
The
Bantams dominated much of
the game, holding a near-double-digit lead for the majority
of both halves and looking
poised to coast to an easy semifinal victory.
However,
Middlebury
stormed back, taking the lead
on a rare four-point play by
senior Andrew Harris with just
over six minutes remaining.
But the Bantams were not
deterred by adversity, another
trait they showed in spades
during tournament
play.
Hasiuk took over, scoring eight
points in the final four minutes, and the Bantams sealed a
72-63 victory with force on a
thunderous dunk from Taylor.
Taylor led the Bantams
with 22 points, while Hasiuk
contributed 19. Junior guard
Paul Rowe added 15, and
Martin played a solid allaround game with 11 points
and nine rebounds.
Leading Middlebury was
Andrew Harris, whose spectacular play almost stole the
game for the Panthers, totaling 24 points, and junior Ben
Rudin, who had 15.
The stage was set for the
next afternoon, where Trinity
would face off against surprise
winner Bowdoin, who had
upset top-seeded Amherst in
the afternoon game on
Saturday.
The fourth-seeded Polar
Bears were also looking for
their first league title, and
were hungry for an automatic
bid to the NCAA Tournament,
much like the Bantams.
Even as the teams lined up
for tipoff, it was clear that the
Bowdoin squad was determined and energized.

The game started off slowly, ball in the corner and proceedwith inconsistent refereeing ed to elevate for a monstrous
leading to a plethora of fouls. dunk over a helpless Bowdoin
Bowdoin played with heart, defender that sent the arena
keeping the game close until into a near riot.
the half. The Bantams' offense
"They decided to pressure
just could not get going, us," said Rowe, "and Coach
despite a solid half from always says that, if they want
Hasiuk, who dazzled the crowd to pressure us, to make them
with several tough runners.
pay. And I did."
Trinity struggled mightily
The Polar Bears mounted a
shooting, shooting only 34 per- minor run as the game wound
cent from the field. But again, down, led by senior tri-capthe defense came through, lim- tains Jordan Fliegel and
iting the Polar Bears to an Andrew Hippert, but the
equally dismal field goal per- Bantams were too much in the
centage.
end and the celebration was
"We certainly played good on.
defense," said Head Coach
The team gathered at midStan Ogrodnik. "This defense court in a huddle and jumped
is as good as any I've coached up and down while the crowd
at Trinity. Maybe the best."
showered down applause.
The second half brought
"It comes down to the team,'
much of the same defensive said Hasiuk. "We don't have a
intensity, but it was the invig- go-to-guy. It's a total team
orated Bantam offense that effort."
would prove
Humble words from a playto be the difer who contributed such clutch
ference in the
basketball when his team
game.
needed him most, but there is
See a slideshow of
truth in his sentiment. The
Trinity,
pictures from the
Bantams had four players in
sparked
by
team's excitingl
double figures in each of their
NESCAC playoff
seven points
three tournament games and
from Taylor,
received contributions across
went on a 3517 run, which gave them their the board.
biggest lead of the game with
Players like junior Aaron
just under eight minutes left.
Westbrooks, whose contribuThe Bantams made count- tions do not always show up in
less spectacular plays in the the box score, reserve Dunn,
74-55 victory. Hasiuk connect- and the up-and-coming Ford
ed on a four-point play.
and Fels played huge minutes
Even the freshmen got in on for the Bantams and proved to
the act. First-year "guard—Iair~ be crucial to the team's sucFels completed an acrobatic cess.
A lot of credit has to go to
three-point play, and classmate
and fellow guard Brian Ford Ogrodnik as well. He has his
team clicking at the right
added one of his own.
"This is how much this moment, and their tenacious
team has grown. Freshmen can defense and ability to find succome in and contribute like cess in the face of adversity
they did [...] with the confi- owe quite a bit to his strong
dence the seniors had [in coaching this year.
them]," said Ogrodnik.
With the NESCAC basketBut the most impressive ball title now in the Trinity
play of all came from neither a annals, the Bantams look forward to a home game in the
freshman nor a senior.
Division
III
On a day of exclamation NCAA
points, the biggest one came Tournament, which starts
from Paul Rowe. Bowdoin Thursday, March 6 against the
dropped into a 1-3-1 zone, look- Coast Guard Academy Bears.
With their team-first attiing to trap the Bantam ball
handlers as they crossed half tude and gathering momentum, it is no stretch to believe
court.
After crisp passing broke they might have another amazthe zone, Rowe received the ing run there.

continued from page 20
Maine. Their opponents started
the game by consistently
shelling Trinity's freshman
goaltender Wesley Vesprini,
but Vesprini held strong and
refused to let a single puck past
him. His stellar play allowed
him to accumulate 14 saves in
the first period, keeping the
score stable at 0-0 through the
end of the first period.
Back on the ice, the
Bantams picked up the tempo
and seized momentum, pelting
Bowdoin's goaltender Chris
Rossi with multi-directional
shots. Trinity broke the scoreless tie 8'-30 into the second
period when senior forward
Dan Maturi's shot hit the mesh
just before he collided with
Bowdoin goalkeeper Chris
Rossi.
Less than two minutes
later, Trinity added to the pressure when junior forward cocaptain Ryan Masucci rifled
home a blast to increase the
lead to 2-0. As the second period concluded, visions of an
upset were on the horizon.
Trinity's defense proved
sturdy at the start of the third
period as the men killed off a
potential power play. Several
minutes later, senior forward
Matt Crum ripped a slap shot
past Rossi to boost Trinity's
lead to 3-0.
With seven minutes to go,
Bowdoin's Leland Fidler man-

aged finally to beat Vesprini to
trim the lead to 3-1.
Despite some last-minute
drama as junior forward Chis
Diozzi added an open-net goal
in the last two minutes of the
game, Bowdoin's Ryan Leary
answered on the ensuing faceoff, and Trinity ended the scoring with Maturi's second goal of
the night, the Bantams earned
the end of a three-year losing
streak to Bowdoin. Vesprini's
career high 36 saves were crucial in the victory.
Head
Coach
David
Cataruzolo said, "I am very
pleased with how our regular
season has progressed. We
have made significant strides
as a team since our November
start. Our three seniors
[Maturi], [Crum], and [Grubin]
have done an exceptional job
leading a young team through
a grinding schedule in one of
the toughest conferences in the
nation."
Although a young team may
translate to inexperience in big
games, this team has defied
age expectations all season
long. They have upset some of
the best teams in the NESCAC,
including a memorable 4-1 victory at home versus then second-ranked Middlebury on
Saturday, Feb. 2.
"Considering how young our
team is this year, I feel as
though we have come a long
way from the beginning of the
season," said Masucci.

Weiss, Kohn Lead Team
to 54 Quarterfinal Win
continued from page 20
point," said Novik. "From then
on we knew we had the game."
Freshman Sarah Kohn has
been enjoying a breakout second
half of the season. She tallied
three points and two goals.
Classmate defensemen Laura
Komarek netted the fifth goal on
a power play 2^56 minutes in the
second period.

In last year's Championship
game, third-ranked Amherst
defeated numberone Middlebury
2-1 in triple overtime. The
Bantams will need their full
arsenal as they face off against
the defending NESCAC champions away on Saturday, March 8.
A win over Amherst will get the
Bantams a rematch against
Middlebury, who beat and tied
them this season, for the crown.

Stephanie Apstein Hannah Charry Mike Robinson
(0-6)
(2-4)
(3-3)

Jay Acunzo
(3-3)

Bryce Blum
(2-4)

Guest:
Lizzie Brown
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Men's Basketball Wins First-Ever NESCAC Crown W. Squash
Falls to
&m.k&i- •:'"
No- 1 Penn
HANNAH CHARRY
SPORTS EDITOR

story, with both teams shooting
the lights out. A barrage of
Camel threes and a few Trinity
fast break dunks animated the
crowds of both squads, but in
the end, the Bantams simply
wore down the scrappy Camels
with balanced scoring and
clutch free throw shooting to
hold on for a 69-60 win.
Pacing Trinity was Martin
with 18 points and four steals.
Seniors point guard Pat

According to the College
Squash Association's Web site,
the Howe Cup Tournament was
a five-faceted equal opportunity event this year. Harvard,
Trinity, Yale, Princeton, and
the University of Pennsylvania
started tournament play last
weekend with seemingly likely
shots
at
winning
the
Championship. By the end of
their regular season closer on
Feb. 17, the Trinity women's
squash team tied with Yale and
Princeton for the number two
ranking in the nation. Penn
stole any hope of keeping that
stature, however, with a 5-4
win over Trinity last Saturday.
"The team set out to achieve
groupcamaraderie, loyalty and
commitmenfetq^pne another,"
said junior KiniTM*«£man,
who plays at the number Mtes
spot on the roster. "Our final
position is not a true reflection
of our team accomplishments. I
am proud to have been a part of
the team."

see SENIORS on page 19

see www.trinitytripod.com

www.nescac.con i

The men's basketball team celebrates after winning the program's first NESCAC Championship title. The team beat the Bowdoin College Polar Bears by a score of 74-55.

MIKE ROBINSON
SENIOR EDITOR

As the Trinity College
Bantams left the LeFrak
Gymnasium
at
Amherst
College, the excitement in the
air was tangible. Not only
would the Bantams be heading
"back to the NCAA Tournament
for the second consecutive year,
but they would also be going as
NESCAC Champions for the
first time in school history.
"Most amazing game I've

even been a part of," was all
senior tri-captain Russ Martin
could muster during the postgame celebration. And truly, it
was an incredible run for the
Bantams, who elevated their
play when it mattered most.
Trinity
opened
the
NESCAC
Championship
Tournament by hosting the
seventh-seeded Connecticut
College Camels in the quarterfinals at the Eay Oosting
Gymnasium on Saturday, Feb.
23. Playing before a good-sized

crowd, the Bantams had an
uneven start, losing an early
seven-point lead but closing
out the half with a 21-16
advantage.
As would be the case
throughout the tournament,
the staunch Bantams' defense
kept the Camels' offense in
check. However, the offense
looked sluggish and had no
answer for the spirited Camels'
man-to-man defense.
The second half would
prove to be a very different

Men's Hockey Upsets W* Hockey Wins CSCs First Playoff Game
Bowdoin, Advances
to NESCAC Semis
KYLENAVIN
SPORTS WRITER

On Saturday, Feb. 16, the visiting Bowdoin College
Polar Bears massacred the Bantams, 7-1, at the Koeppel
Community Spoi'ts Center.
Trinity proved that everyone is undefeated at the
start of the playoffs, though, when the team won 5-2 in a
rematch for the NESCAC Championship Quarterfinals
this past Saturday, March 1.
Bowdoin had ended Trinity's season in each of the last
three years and had played in the NESCAC
Championship game every year since 2005. The stage
was set last weekend for a battle.
The odds were heavily stacked against the Bantams
as they played before a hostile crowd in Brunswick,
see VESPRINIon page 19

Courtesy of Tommy Hilccx, Tho Bowdoin Orient

Freshman Regnars Alkins (#2) fights for the puck against Bowdoin.

as*
Courtesy of Greg Anuirm

Despite ending the regular season with an upset loss to Colby, 4-2, Trinity regained its momentum against Hamilton this weekend.

MARISSA POWERS
SPORTS WRITER

For those who have not been following one of the most successful
sports team on campus this winter,
the Trinity College women's ice
hockey team has been setting program records on a weekly basis
throughout the 2007-2008 season.
The Bantams boast an 18-4-3 record
(10-3-3 NESCAC), a lOth-place
national ranking, and a goalie with
a .960 save percentage. They just
won the program's first home
NESCAC Championship quarterfinal game and are headed to the

NESCAC semifinals for the first
time in team history.
The first round playoff match up
last Saturday, March 1 brought
long-time rival Hamilton College to
Hartford to face off against thirdseeded Trinity. At the end of the
day, the Colonials left the Koeppel
Community Sports Complex emptyhanded, as Trinity blew by their
rivals and to the next round of the
NESCAC playoffs with a final 5-1
score.
"It was great to beat Hamilton
by a lot," said senior captain
defensemen player Erin Fitzgerald.
"We've beaten them three times

now this season, and the win definitely gave us some confidence
heading into the this weekend."
The Bantams were dominant in
Saturday's match up, said first-year
goaltender Hilly Novik. Scoring
started by freshman forward Kim
Weiss, who scored two goals. Weiss'
first mark came with 11:50 on the
clock during the first period.
Fitzgerald sent Weiss the pass,
which she shot over the right shoulder of Hamilton goaltender Meghan
Shine.
"[Weiss'] goal was a turning
see WEISS on page 19

